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IliTJ.tODUCTlQR

This essay treats some of the problems claimed to be

encountered when using Leibniz es LallI as a princ:i.ple of j.denti ty ~

The formal properties of identity are usually taken to

include reflexivity, transitlvityp sym~etry 1

(i) (x) (x == x)

(ii )"

(iii)

(x ) (y ) (;L1 ) (x == Y & Y == z :::> x := z)

(x)(y)(x = y::> y = x)

It is generally agreed that at least these properties are integral

to the 'purport of t=t. However the notion of identity is not

sufficiently characterised ~y the above conditions. There are

many' other equivalence relatlons \'i'hich are also satisfied by sueh

conditions; for example, congruence, isomorphisDlp similarity,

consanguinity etc. Clearly, what is required to sufficiently

characterise identity is a further', necessary condition that will

dlsting;utsh it from all other equiv9.1ence relations: a further

requirement which will fix identity uniquely. The claim under

consideration in this paper is that the principle of "The Indiscern-
1 2

ibility of Identicals ll
, attributed to Leibniz p embodies such a

condition.

rrhis princdple'states that IIfor every x and for every y,

if X is identical with y then Whatever is true of x is true of y

and whate"l,rer 1s true of y is true of x". Thus tbe proposi tio:n

that Cicero denounced CatalLn8 is cU,sttnguishable from the

1
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proposition that Tully denounced Cataline, but they have the

same tputh=value t because Cicero is identical wi th ~:ully. Now

from th1s principle it follows that )lgiven a true statement of

identl ty, one of the two terms ma,y be substituted for the other
3

in any true statement and the result will be true", co~·referent1.al
. .

expressions are interchangeable S8£§:. Y§.r~§. in all contexts.

The above rule, the rule for the universal intersubstitutivity of

co=referential expressions, is entailed by the principle of the

indiscernibility of identicals. This therl is the purport of

Leibni z' s L2ltT.

A formula for the above .may be expressed by the follol,ring

.schema : -

where tF~ is a scheuBtic predicate letter such that 'Fx' can be

replaced by any [18.ntent1al context containing a free occurrence of

'x'. and 'Fy' is the result of replacing 'x' in one- r some or all

of its occurrences in that cohtext by l y l.

At first blush Leibniz's Law seems to be f:i .12ri2..r.i and

incontrovertible. How if a = b could there be something true of

the object a which is untrue of the-object b? After all they

are the S90me object •. To emphasise the point here, unllke any other

equivalence relation. in an identity statement we make a. reference

to one and only one object. Thus to say' that a is identical

with b is to say. in effect, they are .one and the same. How

then could anything be true of £ and not be true of b?

There a:ce 0 ther (;ornpelling :ceasons why we should be

I
'1
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anxlous to pr~serve Leibniz's Law as an "analysis" of identity.

First, as we have seen, this p+inciple, or at least some

clear principle, is required ~o mark-off identity from all other

eqUivalence relations. Leibniz's L~w permits the universal inter-

change of co~referential expressions, distinguishing the identity

1'e1atlol1 in a way in lIrhich transl tivi ty, syr.oro.etry and reflexivi ty

(all shared by congruence etc.) do not~ Suppose we were to give

up Leibnizos I~w, in its unqualified form, as defining the identity
..

sign. Clearly any alternative analysis of '=' must at least

differentiate the identity relation f-rotn every other equivalence

relation.

Second, tf Lelbnlz's Lai>\T ls d_ropped as a condition. of

ident:l. ty f ~le need to find another principle 'of comparable

generality to justify intersubstitution. I hope to show there

isn't one. Let me put the matter another way~= suppose we find

that Leibniz's Law, in its unqualified form, is so general that

by' substituting in acc01.'dance "t'IT.i th this rule, we are l.ed. to

countenance unacceptable, or rather, invalid inferences •. Consequently

we give up Leibniz's LaN. Now any alternative analysis of '='

must in SOlUe Tf.Tay justify intersubsti tution of co-referential

terms. I~joreover such a rule must: be atleast su.fficiently general

to justify every valid. subst:1.tutlon inference glven under LeibnizQs

Law, but not so general that we are led to countenance any invalid

inferences. It is extremely difficult to find or formulate such

an analysj.s of identity t (or to suitably amend Leibniz vs rule).

Some of the attempted emenda ti0118 are revleH({d in the chapters ahead 0

r
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Their fallure .adds .to theC8.S8 for the retention of LeibnJ.z 9 s La.w'.

Third, together with the reflexivity of identity

everything is identical with itself ~- Leibniz's Law permits

the deduction of the other properties of identity mentioned above
5

namely, symmetry and transi ttvi ty. Let me. quickly show' this.

Symmetry is derived in the following way.

For f~X~ and t~yC we will substitute 'x == x' and 'y == x' respectively.

(i)
(il)

(lii)
(iv)
(v)

(vi)

x"{ [x == y'::> (}bx :d .0:>r)
x := y ~ (x == x ~ y == x)
x ::: X ~ (x == y ::> y = x)
x = x
:x:=y-::;)y=x

(£)(y) (x ::: y :::> y == x)

•••• Leihniz's Law
•••• Substitution on (i)
•••. Truth Functional Logic on
•'•• dleflexivi ty of 1 =='
•••• HPP on (i i 1 ) , (iv)
••••Universal Gen. on (i) r

Transitivity is derived by a similar proof.

For !'}OY' o an(:1 '}Oz' 'Ne l'V'111 substitute· 'x == y' and 'x ~ z' respectiv-ely.

(1 )
(ii)

(j.ii)
(1'iT )

~~Y == z .:::. «>3Y ::J /0Z. )
y=z::::> x=;y::>x-
x :::: y ::::;) (y = z ::> x 

(x) (y) (z) (::: ::: y :.::> (y --

•••• Leibniz's Law
z) •••• Substitution on (i)
z) •••• Truth Functional Lagle on (li)
z ~ x == z) Universal Gen.on (1) - (iii)

The upshot of the above proofs'is that together

r~flexivity and Leibniz's Law constitute a sufficient basis for

the derivation of the conceded properties of the identity sign.

Clearly. in the light of the aboye, the most powerful

argumen t In defense of" Leibniz vsLaw g as an analysis of ident:i. ty p

would be to show that the alleged counter~examples to this rUle,

are not lXl fact countBr~examples at 8;11. Let us first consider,

by vJay of clearing the. ground~ a few of the more obv:lous mis=

conceptlonso
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Leibniz's Law. evtdently .is a principle that invi tes

conf~sion even at the most elementary level. Consider the

follov'ling : ~

From

.and

(1) Cicero = Tu~ly

(2) 'Cicero' is spelled with six letters

follm,rs by Leibniz esLaw' J . the false con.clusion

(3) 'TullY.' is spelled 'Yrith six letters.

In fact all that is involved in this example is a

confusion between the use and mention of terms. It is not the

signs' t Cicero' and 'Tully' which are asserted to be identical i'Jhel1. p

in line (1), ~e say that Cicero. = T~lly but rather the identity
7

statement is about the person Cicero. Pollowing Quine, "the basis

of the principle of substitutivity appears quite solid r whatever

can be s~i~ about the person Cicero should be equally true of the

person Tully, thi!? being. the same person ll
• The fact 1s, line (2)

-
is· not a statement about a person, we are simply talking about

the word 'C1cero~ itself. The name occurs there merely as a fragment

of a longer name which contains, besides this fragment, the two

quotation marks. In other w'ords, the occurrence of t Cicero' or

any expression within the context of quotation marks, is not a

purely referential occurrence of that expre~sion and consequently

not subjeot to Leibnizes Lawo The application of this rule must

be confined to substitutions in !?-.§..Q. contexts othervTlse Vie shall

be saddled 'with patently unacceptable ixifex'ences such as (:1.) <1 (3)

above 0

There are a number of other famillar examples in l·,rhich

r
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it_ iscla.tmed Leibniz f s -La:~'r breaks~do:Nn but. ,,~here in fact the

alleged difficulty arises out of a more obvious confusion such as,

equivocatiol'l in the use of- a term~' substi tution on an ill-defined

or incomplete statement~ or simply the attempt to substitute into

statements that are not identity statements ~ A fev-r examples should

suffice to illustrate the point here. Consider the -example
8

Linsky uses,

(4) Paul is the Pope

(5) The Pope is the centuries old enemy of Protestantism

(6) Paul is the centuries old enemy of Protestantism.

This example does not deraol1stra te, the failure of Leibniz f s La'N'

-but 1s simply an instance of the fallacy of ambiguity. The ambiguity

in question is between 'the' as -in premiss (4), (i.e. the one and only

x who is the Pope), and the abstractive 'the' as in (5) and (6), 

(i.e.'The Pope' meaning here 'lIa 11 Popes" are the enemy of Protest=

antism). It is obvious that Linsky obtained (6) from (4) and (5)

by confui:ling'the Pope' ... (ahstractive'the-t) in \'5) w1.th
9

'the Pope' - (the unique individual x) in (4).

Consider now, as an example of an incomplete statement,

the following :-

(7) The composer of the Eroica = The composer of the l'Ussa
SolenmJ.s

(8) The composer of the rUssa Solenmis l1B..S deaf

(9) The composer of 'the Ex-oicB. was deaf.

The conclusion on line (9) is false, but surely the confusion

here 1s e8,f3ily cox-rected. ~llhen 't£le glv-e a more
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of the premiss 011.line(8) • Clearly, (8) should be x'ead as

(8') . The composer of the.Hissa Solemnis "\'Jas deaf at the

time he wrote the Missa,Solemnis

from which the conclusion

(9') The composer of the Eroica l'TaS deaf at· the time he

wrote the Nissa Solemnis

folloNS, by Leibniz's Law, in a. perfectly straight-forward way_

Flnall~r, \tIe should note here that not all, statements of

the grararaatical form "x is the same' F asy,1f or fl X and yare the

same Fff are.identity statements. To put this point another way,

the statement' "x is the same F 'asyll does not al1';rays analyse into

"x is the same as y and x and yare Fs". For instance, "the couch

is the same colour, as the cha.ir" ls not an identity statement,

it states that the couch and ,the chair have a common property;

whereas, ofcours6, "Tully is the same.man as Cicero" is an identity

sentence •

r

.To SUIUIll8..rise .so fal"', .1'f8 cannot. !)reV811t 8..mbigu.. i t;ies, l.ncompJ.,eote k--c

or ill-formed statements, use-mention.confusions and so forth,

from ,running into logical difficulties when Leibniz's Law is

appli ed. On the contrary, as I 1'1111 argue in this paper, the
-

preservatlon of Leibniz's, Law""(viz the preservation of the rule

for intersubsti tution of co=referential terms ~ glJz:g, y~m..t.?-tQ), is

a condition that any putative identity sentence must satisfy if

it'is to be a germine identity sentence.
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Even 'after .s.cr.upulously observing the distinctions and

ayoiding the difficulties already mentioned, Leibniz's rule seems

to give rise to some extraordinary consequences. Consider the

following paradigm examples wherein the application of Leibnizvs

La."r seems to permit the derivation of a false o 011 01\).s1 on from

true premisses.

A. The number of planets is nine

It is necessary that nine equals nine

Therefore it is necessary th0 t the number of planets is nine.
10

(Quine)

B. The author of Narmion is the author of Waverley

George IV believes 'that the author of Narmion is Scotch

George IV believes that the author of \.[averJ.ey is Scotch 0

11
(Russell)

C,(i)Suppose Cleopatra's Needle is corroded away by the London

fog and is repaired with concrete ill1til eventually, in

1984, none of its original.state is left. Cleopatrafs

Needle in 1884'is the same landmark as Cleopatra's Needle

-in 198L~, but not the same stone. In fact it 1s no longer

stone at all.
12

This exam.ple, due to r: .Geach, appears to give us. a case 'where

the rule of substitutiv~ty holds under one sortal term (e.g •..

'lancl!l18 1:'k:) ~ but cuts out under another (eog. 'stone').

(j.l h\l1e President of the United. States 1s the Commander~:tn-

Chief of the Armed Services

r
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The Presidento~.the United States is given his oath

by the Chief Justtce

The Commal1der~in~Chie;f of the Armed Servic.es is given

his oath by the Chief Justice.
13

This example, due to Linsky, appears. to give us a case ~mere

where g, and h are identical under one sorted concept (e.g c 'man")

. '.ano. both §:. and b have the. property. g (e .g. )offiJ}j.al) but !il and

£ are not co-incidental under go Agai~ it is claimed, Leibniz's

Law does not hold in such cases.

(iii)Consider a theory T& liliich is a:theory about the expressions

of a given natural language: let the range of T~s

quantifiers be token expressions of that language; and

suppose the ideology of T be so resiricted that in T WB

cannot give different descriptions of tl'W tokens of the

same type-word. Let the statement a = b express an identity

relation in tb.e theory T. NO't'J' add to Tf s ideology just
--

one predicate thatdiscrimlnates between equiform tokens

§!:. and b. In the enlarged theory T1 , the ldentl ty sta tem.ant

in T is no longer an identi ty statement. Leibniz· sLaw'

does not hold since identity does not confer universal

interchange of identica·ls but I'r:ither substitution relative

to the definite ideology of any particular theory T.
llj,

(Geach)

The eX8.T!lples A ~ C(iU.) above [:.j.re intended to exemplif;{

Law is confronted with



:1.0

:lnsurmountable difficulties: indeed such cases h9.ve led many

ph110sophers in recent times to abandon Lei bni ~ r s rule, 'HhD.e

others have ffi.8.de major distinctions in logic, semantics and
1.5

ontology, rather than abandon it. As I have said, it seems

int~iilvely qUite right that Leibniz's L~w should be defended.

"To make' the important point again, to say Q. and 12 are iclentic8:1

1s to say they are one and the same thing o·~how' could sOI:J.ethinrs

be true of ~ and not be true of b? Nevertheless any apparent

counter-example to Leibniz's rule clearly deserves an adequate

expla~ation.

The 'question therefore presents itself -- "If we are to

preserve ~eibniz' s Le.\'i (and like many others I see no viable

a1terna 1::.1 ve), hOH are vie to' expla in the brealc~clovm of this

principle in contexts such as the above"? The aim of my essay

Is to answer this question~ The plan of the essay, is as follows.

In Chapter II and III, I will outline the §ifficulties

to be encountered by anyone wishing to hold L~ibnlz's Lal'1' Nithout

a.ppearing to arbi trarily rule' out couriter~~examples of the form

A and B. Chapter II considers T.'lodal contexts .. (examples of the

form A above), which I conclude are not embarrassed by' an

unrestri cted use of Lel1~niz' s L9.1'I' f . provided He are prepaY'ed to

regard only necessary lI name II~-ide'ntities as genuine identi i~y
9, '"

~entenoeSf since hitherto non-trivial contingent identity statements

are, under this interpretation, no longer genuine identity

st~tements: and provided we are willing to accept, or deal

,,'Ji th s" (~uj_ne t 8 ob jection tliatmodal logi c commits us to

r

j.

~:
I,

H
I.
I
I
I'
i
j:
r
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an ontology. which repudiates materlal objects.

In Chapter lIlt I consider intentional contexts, (examples

of the form B abov-e, in "Thich the main verb is a verb expressing

propositional attitude). I hope to show that it is possible, in

the cases considered, to resolv"e tluepa:.-:oblems confronting

Leibniz's Law by arguing that sentences of the form ;(]x) (F'x) := (Ix) (Gx)'

are llQ1 genuine identity sentences and therefore are not subject

to Leibnlz~s rule and further, that genuine identity sentences

considered. here do folloN' in accordance with Leibniz' sLaw.

In Chapter IV, I consider two further attempts at

denying the unrestricted application of Leibniz's rule, in effect,

the attempt to reduce iden~ity to a relation of indiscernibility

within specified contexts: the first (§1) relative to sortals,

(j.• e. examples of the fo:tm. C(i) and C(i1 ) ), the second (§ 11 )

relative to a prescribed language, (i.e. examples of the form C(iii)

abov-e). We also investigate in this Chapter the claim to deny

the objections raised 1n this Chapter do not' present serlous

"difficulties for Leibniz,' s LS1.i'1. 'rhe fact seems to be negleeted

by such objections, that an identity' statement involves reference

to only one object.

So muoh for the preliminaries.' Let us now tu.rn to the

first of our allegedly vitiating contexts for Le:i..bnizcs Law-

namely·, modal contexts·.



" CHAPTER TWO

It is easy to prove, from quite straight forward

assumptions, that if X and Yare identical, their identity is a

necessary one. Consider:- if X is identical with Y, so that

whatever is true of X is true of Y, then since it is true that

X is necessarily identical with XI it'must be true that X is
16

necessarily identical with Y.

Put schernatic.allY ~

(D) If (1 ) X -- Y

and- (2 ) O(x :: X)

then (3) [J(X ::::: y)

This seems a surprising and counter~intuitive result.

To emphasise the point, (D) says that all identities are necessary

identities; that is to say, there are no contingent identities.

Yet does it not seem only a contingent matter that ,-

(1+) The man who left his ftnger print is one and the

r

"same individual as the man who robbed the safe. r

(5) The tallest man in the room is I1cJE.ughl~!.n•

(6) The class of creatures bo:l:'n 1'lith a heart is identical

with the class of creatures born with a kidney.

(7) Pain oc.curr~nces are "identic.al with pl?:ysiological

occurrences of sort g.

(8) The highest paid worker in the factory is the laziest

iworker in the factory.

Sone of these examples DiStY be cl:i.Spttt0G., but. clearly such examplE's

12
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differ from one like

(9) Sir \'1al tel'" Scott is Sir \'1alter Scott.

which is necessarily true.

To put the matter simply, it seems quite reasonable to

claim id.entities of the form a::= a are necessary whereas

identities of the form a == b are by no means, intuitively,

necessary· idEmti ties.
.

Nevertheless, as we have seen from (D)

above, this result is forced upon us when we combine Leibnizts
..

rule of universal interchangeabi1i ty of irlenticals wi th the

modalities.

In .this chapter we 1'1111 examine three a1ternative

attempts to resolve this problem .~

First, l.v-here it is ac·cepted that Leibniz' s Law and modal

logic are incompatible and Leibnlz's Law, in its unrestricted

form, is rejected.

Second, the a.rguments "'\Thich attempt to show r,eibnizts L9,W

is compatible with modal logic.

Third, where :Ltis accepted that Letbrli z e S Law and modal

. logic are incompatible and modal logic is rejected

Leib!1i?~ts La"r i~~
•

He might block the deri-vatiol1 (3) above by simply

giving up Leibnizes Law as an acceptable princiDle of identity.

This is to say, to obtain the result (3) we are using a strong

interchangeabili ty rule i co~refei~ential expressions are interchangeable



in·all contexts. including modal contexts: so whatever you say

here about one· of the two identical entities you ma.y say about
,

the other. To make this point more perspicuously another way,

we are. in modal contexts I committed to the paradoxical conclusio:n

(3) by subst:i.tuting into Leibniz 9 s LavJ". To shol'J" this, consider

again Leibniz's Law in the form

(i) (x) (y )~x := y):>~Fx w Fy)} from. which we obtain

(li) (x),(y ~(x == y) :;;[ o(x=x) ::> a(y:=x)]l by subst. D( =x)
for F in (1)

thus (iii) (x) (y) {D (x=x):) H~=y):)O(y~.=x)J} Truth Funct.Logic
on (ii)

(tv) D(a ::: a) ~ ~a == b)~ D(b :::: a)( Dniv.eltm on (U.i) r",)

(v) D(a :::: a) Assumed

(vi) (a :::: b)~O(b == a) IvJPP .( i v) , (v)

(v.U.) (a :::: b):::>O{a == b) Symm. of t~f (vi)

(Incidentally, by employing the se.me method -we can show· that
17

all identities are contingQnt).

Summarily 'we have shOlm that from Leibniz's La't-'1

(x) (y) ( x == y. ::> .Fx := Fy)

we can derive the antinomy (D)' above

(a == b) ':) lJ (a == b).

Hence 'tiTe might seele to bloclc the derivation (3) by simply

giving up Leibniz's Law; in its unrestricted form, as an. acceptable

principle of identity. otcours8 we have no reason to give it up

if the paradoxical conolusion which is clerlvt;ld by substituting

into Leibniz~s le.vf can also be derived 1·..rj.thout it. We do not
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block the counter-intuitive result (3) if we can derive "(3)

somehow without a rule of universal interchangeability. He fiSty

suppose the paradox lies el~ewhereo (Though frankly I do not

see how this would be ~oneo) And, as we have noted earlier,

there are a number of compelling reasons why w'e should not give

up Leibnlz's Law too readily as an analysis of identity. Leibniz's

Law embodies the property' of unlversal interchangeability l'1h1ch

marks identity' off from other equivalence relations. If lve g~l ve

tip Leibnlz' sLaw "ilfe need to find ap,other principle of comparable

gene~ality to justify substltu~ion. As far as I can see there

isn't one. r
To show this 'Ne need to consider the arguments that, in

one form or another, say we must abandon the conception that

Leibniz' s Lal1 defines some u.nLV.9CEod concept of 5.dentit;;l'. In

short t the claim that 'we can have two kinds of identity or even

degrees of identity -- both of which are invoked ln defense of

the modalities.

18
According to Quine, R.B.JiIarcus in her 'Identity of

Individuals in a Strict Functional Caleulas of Second Order',

defined two relations of identity between individuals. Aweak

and a strong identity. The weak one holds between x and y,

wherever (F) (Fx:J Fy): and the strong holds only 'V'J'here (F) (Fx~'3 Fy) 0

Ortly the strong identity relation is subjeot t~ substitutlvity

valid for all contexts. Hence on this present ["Lceount 9 only
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strong ~Ldentity is. interpretable as "identi ty·1i in the usual

sen~e of the term. Now it needs to b~ stressed that this 1s

not Marcus's position ~~ nor, contrary to Quine, can I find that

she has ever proposed that there be more than one kind of

identity. However, in spite of thi~f it is worth criticising
_ 19

this view since Hintikka p Pap t Rescher. Geach and lU9.l'q others I

find such an interpretation of identitYi in connection with modal

logic. persuasive.

A similar proposal, for ex~mple, is imp15.ci t in the

·suggestlon from HintijrJra that ,the prh1ciJ?le of substj. tutivi ty

is compatibl~ '\1i th modal logic, only if x is necessarily identic\al

with y, ·(Cf. page 25 follo\'!lng). And Resche:T p in 'Identity,

Substitution, Hodality' claims that once "\'-fe move from "strictly

extensional systems of logic" to its application in contingent

facts, there is .no alternative to accepting modifications to

J..,eHmiz f S rule. Only in a strictly extensional S=-ystem, "\lJhere
.
extensional contexts alone come into the picture, can we apply

,

Leibniz's B:ule in a blan1{et way, and thus deal 1'li thout further

ado, \<Tith one single mode of "1clent1.ty"" (p.163, ibid). Outside.·.

of strictly extensional systems, we-are no longer able to speak

of a single identity concept but are led ~o ~ecognise several
. .

distinot, albeit related, identity-type relationships. He suggests

tha t we should adopt a sequence of "degrees of identi t Jrll j a

se.quenoo of increas ingl~r strong II iclent~:i.tyfl concepts •.
Lot me ma1{e a central POh:lt aga:\.n here. If a and.· bare

.'
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"identical" they. are .one. and the same object. Bearing this in

mind, the' suggestion that there can be two kinds of identity

-- the distinction between a stronger and weaker identity

relation -= is quite U11intelligible. For instance, if they

exhibi t a 1"leale form of identity, Venus and the evening star are f

in this respect f one and the same objeot. HO'\r?ever f in terms of

the strong identity relation, they are two distinct objects I

Similarly, Rescher's notion of increasing degrees of identity

i.s wholly unacceptable. At best it "ttwu.ld follow from this

proposal that Venus is somewhat but not fully identical with the

evening star.

In fine fane wants to lU'1.0W what kind of identity relation

is being preferred here that does not entail unrestricted

interchange of co~referential terms. As Prof.Wilson says,

rather nicely in 'Hodality and Identity', ItI am like the Boston

ladies 1'lho .t!faYe their hats. I have my hat: Leibn:l-z's rule. I

do net insist you wear my hat. I just want to know what hat

you're wearing", (475). If' identity does not entail

universal interchangeability~ what on earth does it entail ? If

identi ty 1s not expressed in terms o-f Leibniz ~ sLaw, ho1'T are

we to express it ?

As a possible answer to this question let us consider

briefly' Carnap vs treatment of the identity reletion in vHeaning
,

and Necessity'. Carnap begins by proposing that every designator

\"11 thin a J_anguage ffpossessestt bOt;!1- extel1sional and intensio11al

r-

l
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meaning, (i.e., the individual expression 'Venus' refers to both

its extension, ,the planet, and its intension, the individua1

concept.) Now two designators which have the same extension

are said to be factually equivalent, {j.• e., 'illStn' and 'featherless

biped' are factually equivalent, if the statement 'An individual

is 'a man if and only if it isa featherless biped' is a factually

true statement.} This is to say, identity,of extension Carnap

calls factual equivalence. 'fwo designators which have the same

intension are said to be logically equivalent, (i.e., 'man' and

'ratiohal animal' are logically equivalent, if the statement 'An

individual is a man if and only if it is a rational animal' is

'true on the basis of the meaning orseh"'lantic rules of the' expressions) >

, 20
This is to say J CaTnap calls ide'nti ty of i.ntensions L-equivalence.

Novi t,'lO expressions may have identical extensions 'Ni thout

having identical intensions. Accordingly, Carnap sets out the

condi tiona underwhich expressions may, be interchanged one with

another.

"An expression occurring within a sentence is said
to be interchangeable Hi th another' expres~1i:on if
the truth-value of the sentence remains unchanged
when the first ex~ression 1s replaced by the second.
If p moreover f the intens:i.on of the/sentence remains
unchanged , the two expressions are said to be.
L-j.nterchangeable. ~fe sa;)r that a sentence is
extensional with respect to an expression occurring
in it or that the expression occurs in the sentence
Hithin an extensional contexts~ if the expression
is interchangeable at this plage with every other
expression equivalent to it. tve sa;)! the.t the
sentence is intensional. or that an expression occurs
v.ri thin an j ..ntensional context. if the context is
not extensional and the expresslon is L=interchangeable
at this place wi til every other express:ton L·~equt'\Talc:nt

to it.1!
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Carn~p goes on to explain that all sentences of his

'system 81" i'lhich contains only the ordinary connectives and

quantifiers but no modal signs, are extensional f i'lhereas sentences

of his system 82 , "7hich are of the form 'N ( ••• ) 'f "There f N' ls

a sign for logical necessity, are intensional •

.Thus Carnap formulates tllO princlples of substi tutj.vi ty

for identi ty; the fj.rst for extensional (non~modal) systems such

as 81, :where, in effect, Leibniz's Law· is modified to stipulate

intersubstltuti~ity only for co-extensive terms, (Cf. his 12.1).

The second for modal systems such as 82 , where, in effect, the

range of the variables 1,3.re limited to i~1tension'l1 objects and

where L-interchangeability is the condition for intersubstitution

of L-equivalent and Necessarily equivalent terms f (Cf. h5.s 12.2)

(Inc5.dentally, a:? He' shall see I Carnap defines a stronger

condition than L-interchangeabili ty ''betvTeen intensional expressions

for cettain contexts -- in belief contexts, 'he defines a relation

he calls "intensi-anal iSOYD.QJ:,phism"to explicate 1'100 t is usualJ.y

understood by "sJlnonYPli ty" or "identioal lntensional structure",

'Cf. page 58 ahead. .)

So much then for Carnap's proposed analysis of t:::'. Let

us nOVT oonsider r brlefly I its 8.pplioa tion to the ant5.nomy (1) ~J (3)·-

i'lhl ch, notice, j. s thE; result of ,a straight~for1~arcl appli cs tioD

of Leibniz ~ s rule int.o a modal context. Consider the fol101'!ing
21

example I due to QUh18.

(iO) The number of planets is nine

(U. )It is necessary tha,t 11.5.ne eqv.als nin8
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By Letbniz r s rule ,according .to \'Jhioh 'hIO expressions naming

the. same ent:1.ty may replaoe one another in any context §§t],E

Y.~..rJ;J:~J~t since the expresstol1s f -ehe number of planets' and f 9 t

are, by hypothesis. the names of the same en.ti ty. it follo'Ns

(12) It is necessary that the number of planets is nine.

NO'i'l w1thCaJ:"'~-mpfs method. the antin'omy (10) ~ (12) cannot be

constructed. For on his analJfsi s ftrst, the two individual

expressions in (10) are not the "names tl of anything henoe,

g, f0.l~tJ0t::l. they aTe not the na.mes. of the same entity. Nor-eover.

since 'the intensions of the two ~xpressi?ns, are not L~equivalentp

"Ie oannot derive the invalid infer~nce' (12) •

Initj.alJ.y, Carnap's proposed emendation to Leibniz's Lsnr

and solution to the antinomy strike one as very plausible.

Hot'lever there are a number of decisive .objections to it, the

strongest being objections in principle to his '\'lh01e semantic9.. l

·method 0 The m9-in defect heTe is Carnap' s treatment of a selnan'c:Lcal'

system'as a system of rules; or rather. his notion that semantical
. 22

rules are constj. tutlve of the 'language in question. The nub of

difficul ty- ts this. To formulate the cond.1 ti. ons underHhich

expressions 1'11 th identical· extens).ons may be interchanged in 8 1 1/

(l.e'l/ his ffirst principle of interchange6bllittJI/ and the conditions

underllThich expressions K1 th identical intensions rn.9..y be L=·inter~

changed in 82 1/ it has been necessary for Carnap to supply further

rules and defini tions for' the keJr terms i.nvo.1ved j,n these

substitution principles t such as 'true in 8I t
t edeEdgna tes ; Y) ,q 0 8' t (. ,-_. ~1 ~..
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HOi'Tever, before we can understand the more basic rules, upon

which the principles of substitutivity depend, we must have

an antecedent understanding of the explicandum for which these"
23 "

rules are provided. To treat all such terms as defined terms
24

in Sl' as Carnap does, is notoriously difficult. In fine,

'l'lhile in semantj. ~s we require"" ttgeneral tf definl ti ons for terms

like «designates', "'truth', 'logical truth' and so on, (and rules

specifying their ~pplication)p such general definitions are not v

nor can they be, explications of a language"

There are two further difficulties I want to mention

here which confront Carnap's doctrine of intensions or meanings.

"\ve noted "that Carnap claims that desighative expressions have

not only extensions but intensions as i1ell. Indivldual expressions,

one-place predicates and sentences, have corresponding to them

not to know the extenSion? And one lifould ~vant to know the

suggests that there is an atmosphere of scienoe-fiction about

empirical procedures by which one passes from the intension to

the extension .••• reflection on this difficulty as it stands

\-

~

\

\-
l-
I

l
l
I
r
I
I

As Prof.Wilson asks, "What(Meaning and Necessity, p.112).

would it be IUr.e to knoll]' the intension of, say, 'Cbieago V but

intension; the exterlsion is sec~mclary, in the sense that it

can be found, if the intension and the relevant facts are g~~"V"enlf ,

••• "the semantical rule for a sign has to state primaril;y" its

Of the expression in question." Noreover, according to Carnap,

these latter being the intensions ,ox" meanings, or logical content,

individual concepts, properties and propositions respectively,
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the w'holetheory' of ihd:i.vldual concep~s", (~The Trouble 1'It th

Meanings'~ p.5:).

Theie is a second far more,'intractable difficulty here,
25

raised by Quine. In Carnap's modal system 821 or for that matter

any other modal language 8 the variables range over intensions and,

since to be is to be the value of Ei. ,bound variable, the lfentities"

which are the values of such va:ciables, ar~ not individuals of

the ~oncrete world. (We will consider this objection in detail

in the following section, page 42 ahead.)

, . Fhial1y r it is claimed that Leibniz' sLav.; 1 in its

unrestricted form, is perfectly compatible l'Il th mod.al logic an;pray t r
"

,and that ·the apparent antinomy (1) ~ (3) is perfectly easily

explained. If this oan be shovr.ci, then p as far as He are concerned t

all of Carnap's proposed emendations to Leibniz's rule are beside

the point. Let us consider these arguments.

,
Also in her papers 'Extens:i.ona1it~rf1I. 'Hodal:i,ties and

Intensional Languages;, ete., Ruth BarC8l.11 Harcus has argued that
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in a "strong'explioitly intensional language lt
, all identities

27
are necessary. In her system QS4, (which consists of the

introduction of quantification in the usual manner and the addition

of the axiom ¢(:3x)A =3 (::Ix )Q-A ), the folloNing theorems :-

(14 )

(xlmy) - (xIy) .Hi.e. J material and strict equivalence
are indistinguishable.

28
(xly) ~ CJ (xly) .i.e., the identity relation holding

betvleen x, y is necessary •... ,

Or, to make the .~ame point, in the system QS4 the statement

(15) (xly) & «>--(xly)

is a contradiction. Contingent identi~ies are disallowed by

(14) above.

Mrs I1arcus then argues for a uniform interpretation of

the identity relation, in terms of Leibniz's rule, and where

Leibnlz's rule breaks down in modal contexts, claims we are no

longer dealing with a bo~;.~ ~ identity relation. In other W'orcl8~

we are no longer i:n.6.1:L"explicitly intensional language". A

language is explici t intensional only'. where it does ll9.1 equate

the identity relation with some weaker form of equivalenoe.

The rule of universal intersubstitutivity holds only for the

identi ty rela tion ~= eEl-ses 'Nhere intersubsti tutivi ty breaks down
29

are taken to exhibit some kind of weaker equivalence relation~

,
i$e.~ she argues for a distinction between a) identity and b)

degrees of stronger and weaker "equivalence'relatj.ons -- she

proposes to give a uniform meaning to identity, in terms of

Leibnlz's La\'/" and t for. example! talk of 'attributes' and 'classes·

as being lIequalllt not identical •.

r
L
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Needless.~to.-say, one r0s11.l t of Narcus' S proposal is

th~t most statements,'hitherWof the iorm t~ = b t , are not now

identity statements, but are equivalence statements expressing

"functionally equivalent terms". Incidentally, she defines sti'ong
30

functional equality as :=

(16) (F -- G):::> (x)(Fx =. Gx) •• '!Hhere tF equals G' is lik(~
but not synonymous with
\F is identical with G' •• "

Clea~'ly what "strong functional equall ty" amounts to is a

two-place predicate, that is sy~metrical, refleXive, transitive,

and in all other \1ays behaves like 0=='. but because, in mod.al

contexts, substitution of mere "{I).nctionally eqnals ll breaks dOVJ11 11

is pot an identity relation.

Let us be clear about this. The identity relation for

lIarcus must be tautologically true or analJrt::tcally true, since

the only acceptable species of identity statement to satisfy

the conditions above will be of the form va = at. Where we

claim a = b is a true ide~tity then it must say the same thing

as a = a. (This the import of theorem (14) above). Thus

if we decide that, say, 'the evening star' and 'the morning start

are interchangeable I'll thout antlnomy in all contexts t the

(apparent) desc.riptiollS come to be used as proper names and.,

presumablYt the descrlptj_ve content is ignored.

There area number of major difficulties to be ra~lsed

here. First. Marcus has stipulated that if x is identical with y

theu ll x is necessarily identical with y, (Cf~', theorem (14)0
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filsmy other modal logicians embraoe the same conclusion. (Fo:t'

example t in BJ.ntil{ka f s system it is a theorem !.Lot that

'if'x is identical with y then whatever is true of x 1s true of y

and conversely', but only that 'if x 1s necessarily identical

with y then whatever is true of x is true of y and conversely').

An argument for this might be as follows. Consider the example:~

(17) The number of planets is nine

(18) 9 is necessarily greater than 7

(19) The number of planets is necessarily greater than 7.

Obviously the substitution of the co-referential terms in (17)

fails: the conclusion on line (19) is false. Now from the point

of,view of the modalitles p .it could be argued, that the reason

for this failure is connected with the singular term 'the number

of planets' f which fails' in modal contexts to have the Itind of

unique reference which is prerequisi te for being the substi tution·~

value of a bound variable. Why does the expression 'the number

of' planets' raj.l, in modal contexts, ~o specify a well-defiY'J.ed

indiv:i.dual? Because t while :In the actual state=of~affairs it

refers to 9, in modal contexts we are also implicitly considering

other Dossible states-of-a~flairso in which it refers to larger
L •

r

or smEtller 11umbeI"s & As Hintikl{a 8.1rgues _in t ~11e Modes of Modali ty C p ~-

"Thls at once suggests an answer to·the question as
to when a singular term(say ~) really specifies a
a well~defined. individual and therefore quallfi'es
as an. admisstble substitut:i.on value of the bound
varlables. It does so only if it refers to one
and the same individual not only 1n the actual
world. (or, more generally. in Whatever possible
world we are considering). but also in all the
alternative i'lOrlds Nhich COUld. hnve been rea:U.!:led
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'instead of it; in other words, if and only if
there is an individual to '\!Thich it refers in all
the 801terna tj.-ve 'Norlds as well. But referrtng to
it in all these alternatives is tantamount to
referring to i t 'n.l2.gQ..§~l1J:.. Hence (;3 x )N (x == 8.)
formulates a necessary and sufficient condition
for a term to refer to a 'well-defined individual".

Sum.m.arily~ the argument here supports,the contention that

for Leibniz's LaN to be compatible with the modalities, then,

Now one diffioulty here is this. If all identities

are necessary identities, then ,exam~l~s such as (1~) ~(8) above,

are 01 ther nece::::sary. or not identi ty statements. Ei ther vJay

this seems counter~intuitive. Suppose one eV8ning KG tag the

plane t Venus wi th the p:t.'oper name 'Evening staY": and at dEl.iill,

suppose we tag t~e same planet with the proper name 'Morning Star'.

When we discover vre have tagged the same planet, tnis discovery

is empirical and seemingly cont1.ngent~ (Indeed, it seems an

unmistakably Il cont5.ngentll fact of astronomy tHat' the' morning' star

is ident1.cal with the evening star. After all it took elopirical

investigation in the ~lxth oentury B.c. to establish this.)

Other examples of the kj.nd of Sie [§..2.tC!, identity being appealed

to' here l'Tould include H20 and Hater t llghtnj.ng and. a particular

sort of atmospheric electd.cal charge I 'br8.1n··sta tas and sense. tion

reports, Sir Walter Scott and the author of Waverley and ofcourse

, applicable to such 1d.entj. tlos. The issue here is I can vie JrL'::'1ke

r
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sense of attempts to make such examples ' complicated "Jays of
"

saying a:::: a? Alternatively tare 1-'18 pI'epared. to conced.e that

such' examples are not genuine: identity statements; since the

identity asserted in each of the examples here does not hold

for all possible worlds, a la Hintlkka, and is not an analytic

claim about the synonymous meaning o~ terms, as stipulated by

J-'iarcus, but rather is a synthetic hypothesis that the referent,

of two expressions is one and the same object? An anS1<Ter to
, .

this question is forthco~ing but first we need to consider a

closely related problem.

As we noted, Marcus sti~ulates that the identity relation r
holds, only bet'Neen "name "-i,dentities. In a strong intensional

language, for two expressions 'Ft and 'G' t6 be analyticaliy or

tautologi cally equivalent, such that every identi ty seJ:'ltence

constructed with them is necessarily true, requires that 'F~ and

tG' are the lInames" of intensions. Similarly, 1n Hintikka's

argument quoted above, there is a cas~ to be found for restricting

identity to a relation holding only between singular terms which

§-o have the kind of unique reference, prerequisite for being the

substi tution~~value of 8:' bound variable, in modal contexts.

(Although r in fact r Hintlkka emp16ys hete the unsatisfactory

thesis of "strong" ident5. ty holding in modal contexts, '/.~qeak"

identity in non-modal contexts). Now the question posed her~ is~

is there an;'l Hay tn 1'Thicb Ttre might c'ombin8 Lelbniz~ s LaN "11th

the modalities without:restricting all genuine identity sentenoes
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to name-identities ? Let us consider 'one possible way of

shOitJ'iri,g this.
,

In his article 'rvIodality and Description', A.Smullyan

argues that the unrestricted use of modal operators, in

conneotion with sta temel1.ts and matrices embedded in the framel'Vorlc

of a logical system such as 'Principia', does not involve a
32 '

violation of Leibnlz f s Law. It 1s SrnullyaIi's contention that

modal paradoxes arise, not out of any intrinsic absurdity in the

use of modal operators, (as Quine holds), but rather out of the

assumption that descriptive phrases are names. He proposes

a dj.vision of all singular terms into proper names and, overt

or covert, descriptions. Proper names, if they name the same

object, are always synonymous. Any other occurrence of a

(putative) name is to be treated as a description. (Thus if

'Evening Star' and 0 Non1ing Star' are not synonymous in all

contexts, they are both to be treated'as descriptions.)

Now Srnll1yan goes on to argue that ~rllere singular terms

in modal contexts are oonstrued as definite descriptions,

(as, say, ill example (17) - (19) a.bove'), then the inference

of paradoxical conclusions from moclalpremisses may be prevented

by restrictions on the scope of these desoriptions. In order

to shOitr thj_s f he utilise~ Russell vs method of contextually

defining descripti \YO phras~s by me:;:J.ns of soope expansions.

Cqnsider the follOWing example

(20), Scott is the author of Waverley

r
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in which one 'of the co~referential expressions is a proper name

and the other a definite descr·iption. Schematically (20) gives us

and since

(22) N(s:.:: s)

by the unrestricted use of Leibniz's law we obtain

(23) N (s :: (Ix) (Axw) )

Clearly~ (23) involves us again in the unacceptable antinomy •
. .

Now, as Smullyan points out •. when they are expanded

in accordance with Russell's definitions, sentences (21) and

(22) lead by ordinary logic to

(24) (S5f)[(y) (Ayw ;;: y':: x) & N(s ::: xI}

which then, by using scope symbols, oontracts to (in broad scope)

rather than to the false sentence (in narrow scope)

( 26 ) NfDIX ) (AXNDs - ( 'ix )(Axw )}

or its expansion

One apparent advantage to be gained by adopting Smullyanfs

.proposals , is that it appears to offer a v-Jay of combining Leibnizis

LStw with the modalities, without denying the. t sentences of the'. form,

such as (20) are genuine identi ty sentences •. This hOv.Tever looks

far from established in the light of Prbf.Wilsonfts subsequent

criticism.

Another apPEl.rent advantage in Smullyan is proposals t 1s

r
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that it appears to offer a ~my of combiningwLBibniz's L~w

wi th the mod,al1, ties 1'1i thout having to introduce intensional

objeots as the values of variables." This hovrever looks, far

from establishecl j.n the light of Quine's subsequent cri ticism~

(,Cf., page 42 ff ahead).

In 'Modality and Identity',·Prof.Wilson agrees that

since the alleged antinomy does not go thro.ugh when the

arguments are expanded a la Russell, in the Hay Smul1yan proposes~
I

it cannot be said to go thro'ugh in the contracted version

(21) r~ :(23) above. ("'rhe faot the.:,t it does not go in the

contracteel version but looks as though it ought to is at \'lOrst
33

a paradox ~·Jherea.s if it did go VTe i'wv.lcl have an antinomy,II.)

However, (21) and (23) in their expanded forms are lL~t identity

sentences 8.nywayv but rather multiply general sentences.

Prof. Hilson then goes on to argue for th'e Russellian vievr that

,,,,e mUf.:lt give up the idea that a c1eflnite description, as it occurs

in (21) oX' any tll";J:TBI' sentence, ',des:i..gYlates or l'efers; in the
,

present case, that the description' (:t1x) (AXH) designates or refers

to Scott.

"Let us, cOl1slder 'The 8xl.thor of Havorley is Scot,ch',
which expands into~recisely one person is an author
of hl'averley and that person is Scotoh'. The latter
d_oes not refer to Scott (as Russell inslsted all
along). If we adopt the 1'88.sonable principle that,
in general, :0. sentence containing a clefined expressi on
(here 'the author of Haverley') has just those
properties its expansion has, we conclude that even the
conta':,g.cted sentence trrhe a1.lthor of 1;laverley j.E.: Scotch ~

does not refer to Scott, contains nothing that refers
to Scott".

i-

t:
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Thus sentences of the form t S :=: (IX) (AX'V>T) t, where Ol1e

of the arguments is a description, (and of course sentences

of the form f (-)x) (Fx) == (?x Y(Gx) t, ,·,here both of the arguments

are descriptions) t are not genuine identity sentences. They 8.re

defined" expressions -- this is to say, they are not in primitive

notation. Such sentences are not identity sentences but, in fact~ are

multiply general sentences; (eog., the defined expression

()x)(Fx) :=: (7x)(Gx) expands into the multiply general expression

(3 JT )[y::: ()x)(Gx) (',,; (x)(Fx;::. x == y)J. ), and, as such, do not refer

to any specific individual.

J.Jet me put the matter another' \'lay. The point here is

that descriptions are not ltindJ,vidual: terms" t and are not to be

treated as terms. (Indeed, as Russell has ShOvffi, by treating

them as terms, which is to say, by applying existential generalisation

and instantiation on definite descriptions, we arB led to
34

Countenence notori ous n9.11 ~~,.gfL!?i thll's.• ) Following Rugg@11, PrGf.

Wilson proposes here, that w~ keep th~ restriction of not treating

,descriptions flanking the identity sign as te~ms not

applying generalisation, instantiaU.. OYb or substitution in

accordance '-lith I.leibniz's rule ~~ but rather, ",e must regard the

·semanU.c properties of such a sentence as those properties
t

ascribed to its expansion in multiply general form.

Vlha t is aocompJ_ishecl by aclCtptlng Prof. Hilson f s proposal

is this~ "where the so ..~called rlantinoillJT of the name relation"

involves defini tc clescl'j.pttons HQ can Gsoape the ant:tnomy

i'Ji thou t giving up LeUm.iz f s rule.'.. He merely ins1 st. (reasonabl~T)
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that only those inferences are acceptabl~ which are acceptable
,

wh~ri recast in primitive not~tion«. (p.473. ibid).

Thus, in answer to our earlier question. if we are

to have modal logic, Hi th Leibniz t s Lsn'T and i1i thout antinomies,

then, contrary to Smullyan, Prof.Wilson holds there are good

grounds for treating only name-identities as genuine identity
\

relations. (rncidentally~ Prof.Wilson's argument here seems to

me to undermine his tlknock·~cloi'mll argument against intensions.
".",- 35-

Cf q "the major difficulty'/ in 'The Trouble with I\leanings'.

No lIL9.tter, there are other decisive argumel?-ts to be levelled.

agaln~t the dootrine of intensions.) r
I. have an observation to make here. vIe are told that

s = (7x)(Axw) is not a dyadic statement affirming the ld~ntity

of a pair but rather, it"is an (abbreviated) multiply general

sentence. Clearly such an interpretation goes against a point

made earlier in this paper that, as a matter of fact, an

ld,@ntity assertion wasnJa.cle when Geo::q~;e TV lee.rn'3d that Soott

is the author of Haverley t or i'Then it was clfscovered that

the morning star is identj.cf.!.l Hi th Venus. I think the confustol1

here is betl-'Teen the "a ,:V' of taking two things to be identical

and. identity J?§.L, Q£. As we have iiotedt..f~f is a logical

.'expression: "Te are concerned to glve primaI'il;)' a syntactical
.'

aocount of it e.nd its propertles. One such property of the .'

identi ty slgn is that it holds betl-m·en co~referentlal terms. I

am p~i>slu3.(t8d b;'l Hussell f s argumen,i that descriptions are not terms

they do not~ by themselves, refer.
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However, evert if we accept, BB,! d~,'the reco~nendation

that only' sentences reducible to name-identities are genuine

identi ty sexi tenoes, there are sti~l rna. jor dlfficul ties to be

over·~come before we Can combine modal logic with Leibniz' s

l;ule, vTl thout begg:i.ng a number of important questions and t

moreover ,. wi thout avoiding the antrnomy (1) ~ (3).
, ,

~1e difficulty, we noted earlier; we DBy tag the planet

Venus 'with the proper name 'Evening Star', and 80 the appropriate

time of day t 'liJe m8.Y- tag the same planet vli th the proper name

'~lorning Star'. \{hen He discover 'He have tagged the same planet,

this discovery is only contingentlJT true ..

Second, as Prof.Wilson has noted in 'Nodality and Identity',

'Ne C9.n d'evelop the naming antinomy' just as easily wi th proper

r

names as with descriptions,

Consider ~~

(Cf~t page 473, ibid).

(27 ,- Evening Star - Horning, Star

(28 ) 'N(Evening Star -- E-vening Star'

(29) N(Evening Star =::: I~orning Star)

J.Byhill, in, his article 'An Al~ernatt'-ve to the Bethod of Extenslon

and Intension't Etvotds the obvious cUfficulty here by stipulatlng

tha t no n!':lnies of a given system i'Till name the same thing I i ~e. t
, -

"

no tHO terms name the SE:J.me individual., (p.302, ibid). As Prof.

\f11sol1 notes t this "rostrie:tlon mlght seem both eV8.sive and

unnecessary"~ Hor-eover, it does not help Barcus and most othel"

proponents of modal. logic, since they' '\'rant to defend modal, logic

fOl'J fl':'l!tong other reasons, its utiJ,.ity' in lithe d:i.ssect:\.on of most



types ofemp:i,rical statement",'(p.77, 'Hodalities and Intensional

Languages,' ) •

But by far the strongest objections to any attempt to

reconcile fll~dal logic I'T1th Leibnlz's rule are raised by Quine.

So let us now turn to the last of the three alternatives by

which we might block the derivation (1) ~ (3) -~ this is to say,

reject modal logic •.

Quine argues convincingly that much of the case for

modal logic arises out of a confusion between use and mention.

His objeotion is aimed at modali.ties in so=called g~ £lL£t.Q form,

where the operator 'n' operates on sentences whereas 'is necessary'
37

ought to be regarded asa predicate of sentences. However

Quine admits that modal logic does not "require" confusion of

use and mention: in cases where a mOdality is attributed to an

individual or a relation bet'N'een individuals, (i.e., so~ca1led

~~ ~ modalities), there is not such a confusion.

In f l1eference and Nodal 1. ty' p Quine re jects $1~ r.§.

modalities for atleast the following four reasons :-

(a) Leibnlz' s LaN breaks dOl-Ttl in sentences expressing d.~ r.~

modalities.

Consider again the argument used. here by Quine:

(1'() The number of planets is nine
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(18) 9 is necedsarily greater than 7

(19)' The.llunilier of planets is necessarily greater than 7e

Quine construes (17) as an identity statement. As we have seen.

this is not obviously true.

Mrs Harcus v'Tould argue that (17) is a "contingent

eqUivalence" and therefore the step from (17) and (18)

to (19) is invalid~ 'for the reason that the 8ubsti tution has

not been made on a geiluine j.denti ty sentence. Prof .1Vilson

'\'-Tould argue that (17) contains a descripti"on, 'the number of

planetB f and therefore is a Imltiply general sentence.

An Oxonian might argue. "If I count the planets and come

'up with 9 as the anSHer, this does not. represent a further

identification or characterisation of what is refel'red to bJr

I the number of planets t J unl:U:e say I I the number of planets is

an odd number'. To illustrate the point, consider the sentence

(30") The number of planets is greater than 7

Clearly (30) is most natura1ly construed as

(31) There are more than 7 ~lanets .•

Similarly. we might argue that' (17) is more a~propriately

construed as

(32) There are 9 planets. "

(cr., B.Rundle p 'Hodalit;~!' and Quantific.ation V
)

Finally. thel'8 is another HaJr vIe m~_ght talrc (30)

that ls as

.(33) tJ.lhat number~ 1'Jh1oh is the number ()f planets, namel~,r 9~

. is greater than 7.

r
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This is to say. if we' construe' (JO) in. terms of (J) we are

'taking the subject of (30) as identifying a certain numbcI'o Thts

8.1t~rna tive l'Tay of cons tru1.ng (JO). arises again in connection

"d th (19) above.. Clearly. if (1. 9) is construed_ as Quine construes

it, as saying that there are necessarily more than 7 planets,

(19) is· false. However, if the subject of (19). 'the number of

planets', is·used as a referring expression which refers to the

number 9, then (19) is true. (It is not necessarily true that

the number of planets is 9. but given that this 1s the case,

it is· true that 9 is necessarily great?r than 7).

Summarily, the point here is that Quine claims that the

argument (l7)·~ (19) is invalid since'(17) and (18) are true
. . .

and (19) is false. If (19) is regarded as false, this is because

Quine bel:i.eves that 'the,number of planets' does not refer

II essentiall;y II to some definite number and so cannot Q. !9J:~~..lQ;ri

b~ replaced by an expression referring to the same number. Henoe

L"eibllIz's 1,8.1'1 cannot be used to derive (19) from (7) and (18).

'.the number of planets' to refer essentially to the number 9.

then ,. as far as quine is concerned, (1.9) would be valiclly derived

from (17) and (18) in accordance v.rith Leibnlz's La",!.

(b) Quine also re jects sle:. ;("6 modt).li ties because we cannot

q~antify into modal contexts~

Consider the modality

(3}·l-) 9 j.s necessarlly gx'eD.t0J:' than 7

I

r
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this is of the form

Quine argues that l'J6 cannot existen'tially quantify into (35)

to obtain

or, in other words, we cannot state

(37) (~x){x i~ necessarily greater than 7)

since, Quine argu~s I Ii (=dx) II cannot bind the Uxlt in It Q (x> 7)" 0

The problem here can be stated·i.n the following Nay.

As we nave seen, Smullyan has sho~m that if we treat covert names

as descriptions and then contextually define all descriptions in

accordance with Russellian scope expansions, the principle of

8ubstitutivity does not automatically generate paradoxes. But

Smullyan. has not show"11. whe;t sense to make of' the quantified

modal statement -- or rather. how to make sense of quantifying

r

Quine is "just what sense does' the expression (3x) [0 (x> 7)J
into modal contexts. In fine, the ~uestion being asked here by

38

make ?". There seem to be a tleast hw ways of answering QUine ~ s

question --.and they both give !ise to the same result.

One answer might be that while it is true that a

variable inside a modal context (i.e., II X " inside lIO(x)7),

cannot refer back to a quantifier prior to that context, this

is true only if vE~x'iRbles range over extenstoYls. If on the other

hand. variables range over intension& say. individual concepts

OJ~ a ttributea ~ th.ey can refer back to the quant:i..fier prior to

the modal context. In short, quantification ~s possible into
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modal contexts at the expense of "wideningll (Qu:tne says narrowing)

the.range·of our variables to include "intensions" ..

"Let 'b t, t f t, and t m.' mean respectively the olass
of bipeds, the· class of naturally featherless
creatures, and the class of men. Then the sentence
is true (9) 'fb == ill &<)fb ~ me, the non~existenoe
of featherless bipeds other than men being a
zoologi cal acoident. But, where t()(t is a olass
variable, the inference from (9) of the sentenoe
t(~~):O(= m &<)6(rf m' miist be iii ef:rc3r, since,
having t~= m', vJe could substitute 'm' for 'rx t

and infer further the false sentenoe t~m ~ m!
There is no similar objeotion, however. to the
inference from (9) of (10) t (-3¢): (x) (¢x ;:; xE.m)
&<;>.-t(x)(¢x;; xE:m). where ¢ is a variable for attributes;
and it would seem that in a logical system containjng
both modal operators and quantifiers such inferences
should be retained If .. ~

(A.Church, in his 'Revi81'f"of 'Notes on Existence & Necessity
page 46) ..

In modal contexts, for a variable to refer baok to a quantifier

prior to that context, requires that the variable has an intensional

range a range, for instance. oomposed of attributes rather

than classes f or individual concepts rather than ifldividuals.

NOill there seemsnothtng Drirn-0. fa.:.Q.ievlrong· with construlng the
39

values o'f variables as inten810ns. (Noreover» t.his move is not

embarrassing to most proponents of modB.1 logic.. On the oontrary,

in most cases there would be little point to modal logic if it

were not to"deal with intensional entities at all.)

However, as Quine points .out, the unaooeptable consequence

of extending the range of variables in this manner would be, for

most of us, an overly idealistic ontology. We return to this

matter shortly. (Cf. p (d) belmr) ,

\,
I

I
I
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A second possible answer to Quine's question might be

along the" followinp:: line8~ By (3x)LO(x>7)] v1e understand

"there is an object to be specifi~d in such a \'.ray that from the

specification it wouldfollo"t'l that 0 (x> 7) ". This specification

might be "x =1 J7 1+ IF ~. -I- Ux~ Irq,rXl n
t from which it would.

follm',r tna t Q(x >7) 0 But is this different from saying that

(x >7) follo'NS logically from "x ~ IV"' + IIil I i" lJX'i :? Ir;? r?
If it is not, then we have not given sense to there being an

object satisfying the lnatrixLl(x)7)0

Moreover, variables of quantification range over objects

llQ1 specifications of objects. The problem here is to m~ke

sei-we of" there being an object Z, which is necessarily greater

than 7. It seems that the only way in which it rnlght be possible

to 1118.ke sense of this latter notion, ioe~, an object that is

necessarily greater than 7, is to say that there are some objects~

independent of specification, whioh are 'such=andesuch' necessarilyo

Now dOGS thi s D19.1m sBuse"1 And. tins 1s "just a 'trYay of as1Ul1g

i'Thether the doctrine of "essEmtialismll is tenable 0 .

. (c) Quine re jects de rQ. 11l0dali-ti es be cause they COl:lffii t

US to essentialism.

Quine appears to have conflicting views about the doctrine of

essentlalisffio At one point he says, that !!essentialism is

indefensible" (ln~ord and Object', p.~OO ), and although it

r

vd.th explaining necessity and analyticity
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•• ~ the champion of quantified modal ·loglc 'must settle for

essEmtialism ll
,. (in 'Reference and Hod8.1ity', p.155). But

,

elgewhere he also says that he does not consider that to

show·modal logic is committed to essentialism is to reduce it

to absurdity, (Cf.,' Comments to Narcus' s . 'Ivlodali ty and Intensional

Languages"). But if commitment to something indefensible

does not imply absurdity.-- what does?

. As far as our present example is concerned, Quine objects

.I!to say in the case of 9 •. that this number is, of
itself and independently of mode of specification.
something that necessa~ily, not contingently, exceeds
7, means aclopting a frankly inequali tarian attitude
towards various ways of specifying the number. One
of the determining traits. the succeeding of 8~

is cou.l1ted as a nec~ess8.rY trait of the number" •••
Others ••• "notably its numbering of the planets,
are discounted as contingent traits. 1I

"This is how essentialism comes in: the
invidious distinction bwcltJeen some trai ts of an object
essential to J t (by Nha tever name), and other
traits of it as accidental".

(p.l01}, ibid) •

.In :fact. (,),ulne's post ttOll v:ri th respect to the occurrence of

terms such as ~ec~ssarilyt 'possibiy' and so forth, is that modal

terms do not attribute a feature to an object but are merely

r

a i,oJ"ay of talldng about the ob ject.

he says

In 'Reference and Modality'

.~to be necessarily greater" than 7 is not a trait of a
number,'but depends on the manner'of referring to
the number If •

and again on the same page

"Being necessarily or posstbly thus and so is in
general not a tr·ait.of the object concerned. but
dE~pends ·on the DE.lnnCl' of referTing to the objecV1

&

(p 0 11.J-8 ~ (.



Frankly, I da not See we can refuse-to accept that the

nunUJer 9 is necessarily gre~ter th~n the.number 7, no ~2tter

hovT the number 9 is referred to. t 'can truljr say that the number

referred to by the English word spelt backwards as an 'e' preoeded

by.an 'no preceded by an ti' preceded by all 'nt, ls necessarily

. .
To which,no doubt, 'Quine would display

greater than 7. An essenttalproperty of the number 9
40

it is greater than 7~

is that

"an appropriate s~nse of be~'Jilderffientlf,('ltlord ancl Object', P.199).

He ca.nnot let Quine's llsense of be"'!ilderment" wi th

respect to such unrepentant essentialism go by unnotioed.

'Word and Object' he says

In

r
"He-:\. thDla tlcians l!l8.y be conce'1vably said to be
necessarily rational and not necessarily two-legged;
and cyclists necessarily two-legged and not
necessarily rational. But 'wha t of an individual
\'lho counts among his eccentrici ties both ffig,thm9.tics
and cycling. Is this concrdte lndividtial necessaily
ra tional and contingently t1·lo~·legged or ytc§. YS2':Jiil.
Just, in-so-far as Ne talk referentially'of the
object, with no special bias towards a background
grouphig I.%- m!iJ.thm~tiGi-ans as aga-inst cycli~sts and
-vice verS8,. tbere 'is no semblane.e of sense In
rating---s~ome of 111s a ttr'ibutes and necessary and
others as contln~ent".

It is not difficult to see how this objection to

essentialism could be dealt with. We might argue that whil~

ma throa ticlans have the accid.ental pr9perty of be'tng t\'w~legged

and cyclists have the accidental property of being rational,

QuJ,ne's "10.::'1. thm3. tical cyclist tl has the essential propertles of

being bothratlonal and two-legged.
.

(There is no reason to

hold Ilrna'thmaticlans are ratIonal" and Il cycl:i.sts are hm-leggedH
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as necessary and not' to hold ti ma thJIl..c'3..tician~cyclists are 1'a tionaJ.

and ~wo-leggedti as necessary

All-in-all, I think essentialism is defensible or, more

(d) Nodal logic commtts us to an over idealistic ontology

Finally, I think by far the strongest argument Quine has against

modal logic, is that, while we may claim to preserve Leibniz&s

Law in modal languages, it conun1 ts us to a very queer ontology

1n wbJ.ch there are no concrete 'objects (men, planets, etc.),

but rather, there are only corresponding lito each object a

mul ti tUde of dis tinguj.shable enti ties 1/ • For example, there

is no such 11ball of matter as the so-called planet Venus, but

rather atleast three distinct entities: Venus, Evening Star,

r

and NOI'ning Star.", (tproblem of Interpreting Modal Logic', p.47).
- -

·In order to apprecia"te the full force of this charge
L~2

of idealism, a few words need to be said first about Quine's

vie'tFm on ontology. An expression designates if and only if

'existential generalisation' or 'universal instantiation' with

respect to it, is a valid form of inference. ·It folloNS that a

theory designates all and only those entities which fall within

the range of its variables of quantification. ::llhe variables
.

range over objects -- not names of objects. (rrhe names of these

variables, l.f they have names are the substituends of variables,



not the values). NO~'l if it lUB.kes sense at' all to speak of

the ,ontology of a theory. it can only be the ol)jects to I'lh1c11

the variables range over. this is ·to say .. .the values of the

theory are the values of its variables of quantifi;eation.

How then does all of this commit proponents of modal

logic to an idealj.stj.c ontology? As ~re have seen. ~luine is
. .

perplexed by the sense to attach to quantification across

modalities. Suppose, he says,VTe accept the follovr:'t.ng as

a' partial crt terion for existential. quantification in modal

'c'ontexts ; -

(i) "An existential quantific.ation holds if there is

a constant whose substitution for the variable

would rendel'" the rna trix true If

(p.46. ibid).

A criterion such as this would commit us to an idealistic

ontology' inthe sense that the variables of quantification

would 118.V8 to I'8.nge, not Over ·conorete oljjects bu·t a multitude

of distinguishabl~ entities (vlz.~ "cbncepts") corresponding to

each supposed concrete object. To illustrate this point, let

us consider the example Quine gives I.(P .47, lbid). Using

Ie· for 'congruence' to express the relation which Venus, tGe

Eyening Star and the Norning Star, (bear to . themselves and

according to empirical evidence to one another), quine argues

(38) Morning Star e Evening Star & P(Morning Star C Morning
Star)

Thereforetby criterion (1) above

(39) (3x) (x C EV8).1lng Star .f.,; 0 (:x: C l/'01:11l..ng Star).

r
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But also by criterion' (l)

(40) Evening Star C Evening Star & -O(Evening Star C Hornlng
Star)

Thus

(41) (3X)(X C Evening Star & ,.",·n(x C Horning Star)) ~

Quine continues, "since the matrix quantified in (39)

and the matrix quant,ified in (41) are mutual contraries, the 2£

whose existence is affirmed in (39) and the ~ whose eXist~nce

is affirmed in (4·'1) are two objects :so there must be at1east

two objects ~ such that ~ C Evening Staro If we introduce the

term 'Venus' we could infer a third such object in similar

fas,hion", (poL~7, ibid)o

Thus Quine is led to the conclusion that the contemplated

version of modal logic is committed to an ontology ~1'hich repudiates

material' objects and leaves only multiplictt~es hI their -p--lace

perhaps ."~Lndividual concepts ll to coin Carnap's phrase, 10e.,

Quine allo.ws "tha t such an adherence to an :l.ntensional

ontology, ,qi th the extrusion of extensional entities altogether

from the railf!;C of values of variables is indeed e.n effectiva

way of reconciling quantification and modality. The cases of

conflict between quantification and modality depend on extensions

as valu.es of variables •. HOI.'lever, in the object language where

we may unhesitatingly quantify over modalities because

,extensions have been dropped from. among the values of variables p

even the individuals of the concrete world have dissappeared p

leaving only the:l.r cO~1cept8 beh:\.nd them. il

(Criticism j.n Carliapos q.1oaning &; NecessitYoP196.)

r



It seems clear that. on any vle1'T of the matter, 1'Then

Leilmiz' s LS,Vl and modal logic, are brought together, something

has to give.

If they are compatible. a la Narcus and Fitch, then

all identities are necessary and hitherto contingently

significant identities are, under thi~ interpretation, no longer

:tdentity sentences. Alternatively, we might attempt to preserve

hi therto conting"ently signiflcant identity sentences. by folIoNing

Smullyan in arguing that I sentences of, the form's := (jx) (Axw) G

do not in modal contexts lead by Leibniz's rule to antinomies,

when we contextually define (overt and' covert) descriptions

a la Russell, and restrict the scope expansions to inferences

argued, this approach 1~ fraught with difficulties. He insists,

I think reasonably, that descriptions are not terms of identity

sentences: only narllB~identities ar-e genainG identtty sentences.

Even so, it is not possible to avoid the "antinomy of the name

rela ti on", in the case name·~id.enti ties t l'·rj. thou t further, qui te

major t restrictions I Noreover t e.s.Qu1ne has Sh01'ffi, in any modal

language the variables range over intensions only,

and this results in 8. ,"purifi.ed' universe in I'fhicb concrete

objeots are bantshed and replaced by palli.d eoncepts".

Ofcour8e, we could al\ffays fo1.J.ow QUine and. glve up the

modal object language and its operators. No doubt we r.ould

survive \'1i thout the mod.alj.ties but, I hope to have shOlm, not all
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of Quine's arguments are sound arguments for .eloine; so.

Finally, Hhatever is the outcome o-P. the debate above,

I hope to have shown'that the, argument \'1'hioh says that, becStu,se

of the antinomies, which (allegedly )ar1se 'in modal contexts,

we do not have an across-the-board justiflcation of Leibniz's

Law, is unsatisfactory. 1ve do not neeS!-. to modify Leibniz's

rule here, as Carnap'suggE?sts by consi:;ructi,ngt in a semanttcal

system" one principle for interchangeability of identicals 1n
.' .

extensional contexts and another for intensional contexts. (And,

arw Ivay., the argum.ent for such pri,nciples depends upon urmarranted

assumptt ons a bout the nature of language). . Furthermore, 1'Te do

not 'need to give up Leibniz's rule as ~ characterisatiuli of

identi ty B.nd talk instead of 1I1\:1nd8" or "degrees" of identi ty,

(w'hatever these might be)', as people like Rescher, Hintikka et..a..f. ~

"rant to do. I hope to have sh01'm that such proposals are \'rholly

unsatisfactory.



CHAPTER THREE

LEIBNIZ t S LAVI AND IN1~EWP I ONA.L CON'l'ExrJ~S.__,#¥_~_~_. ..-__,.._....... ..._.~ ....._..-.....-.........._..""",~.-.........,o.=-

Consider the follo'Ning examples .-
(1) The author of 11armion is the author of H8;yerley

(2 ) George IV believes that the author of Narmion is Scotch

(3) 'George IV believes that the B.uthor of \hverley is Scotch.

(4) Cicero ~ Tully

(5) Tom knows that Cicero denounced Cataline

(6) 'l'om knOI'IS that Tully denounced Gataline

(7) Oidipus's mother is Jocasta

(8) .·Oedipus v-ranted to lTI.!3.rry Jocasta

(9) Oedipus i'ranted to lli.Strry his mother.

In each of these examples a true premiss, on the second

line of each argu~ent, gives rise to a false concl~s1on, when

su~stituting upon an identity statem?nt. The 9Dntexts are

characterised by so·~called verbs of propositional attitude

e.g., 'knovls' 'believes' 'thinks' "wonders about' 'expects'

·'wants' 'hopes' etc. 'Since identity statements consist of
..

two referential expressions, each referring to the same object,

It is possible that the object is.knoi,vn; beiieved, wanted etc.,

under one reference and not under the other. In fine, for any

identity a = b it is possible that X knows a and X does

not 'k110vT b., e.g. Oedipus's Iflother is iclentieal. Nith Jocasta;

.although It is tru.e that Oedipus \'~'anted to marx'y Joeasta. it is

I.
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false that Oedipus wanted to marry his mother.

Obviously these psychological contexts create a problem

of intersubstitution for any ,identity statement so, once again,

it seems we are faced with a drastic restriction on Leibniz's LaN.

Following the strategy of the previous chapter, we will

examine :-

First, an argument which attempts to resolve the difficulty

by showing Leibniz's Law and intentional contexts are compatible.

Second, where it is claimed that Leibniz's Law and

intentional contexts are incompatibJ:e and Leibniz f s Law is

modified. r
Third, where Leibniz's Law and intentional contexts are

claimed to be incompatible and sentences expressing intentional

attitudes are replaced by certain inscriptional sentenceso

In his articl.e 'Leibniz's Law in Belief Contexts t ,

R.N.Chisholm argues that' Leib11iz's Law in the form

(10) "for every' x and for every y, if x j.s identical

with y, then hlhatever is true of x is true of y"

need not involve us in difficulties in belief contexts. Consider

the following argument Chisholm uses to show this :-

(11) The author of Narmion is identical 1,ri th the author



(12) Although it is true George believed that the author

of YJarmion is Scotch it is false that George believed

tha t the author of Wave.rley is Scotch.

Chisholm next requires a premiss which will serve as a general

statement about the relevance of belief to reality.

(1'3)- For every x, if anyone believes that x has the preoperty'

F then his believing x is F' is soinething that is true

of x; and if he does not believe that x 1s F, then

his not .believing x is F is also something that is

true of x.

Hence & fortiori we seem to be committed by (10) ~ (13) to the

coritradictoryconclusion

(14) There exists an x such that George believes that x

is Scotch and such that it is false that George believes

that x is Scotch.

To solve this problem we must show either that one of the

premisses is false or that there is no justification for believing

that the premisses commit us to the conclusion. The validity

of the argument seems unimpeachable. Furthermore, to suppose

(11) or (12) are the source of the difficulty, Chisholm thinks,

is to call into question perfectly unproblematic premisses. It

seems, either Leibniz's Lav.)" on (10), or premiss (13) is responsible

for the unacceptable conclusion (14). Use of a principle such

as, (13) 1s required. in l ntenti onal coiltexts. in order that we

may empJ_oy an;)' descr~Lpt:i.on in §lny ,referential positlon. To deny

(13) 'Vwuld 1'e8ul t in the unacceptable thesis that we eannot

r
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bear relatiot).s to actual thinKS 1n virtue of our beliefs,

(p'.21.}5 ibid); we cannot, in j.lltentional contexts, go beyond the

circle of our o~\m ideas.

L8.w.

It· seems then. we must deny Leibniz's

According to Chisholm, i'le may avoid result (14) and

. retain Leibniz' s Lmq, by employing the distinction of belief
, . ·43

.sentences 'Nhich are in~=DsJ?~12.~'?,~tC?· and those ).J.L.§.ill1§'lLSlt.'Li§'Ql1

(a distinction 'v.rhich corresponds Hi. th one that Quine dravm beh;een
. ,

"notional ll and "rel.9. tional II senses of prolYos1ti onal a ttl tudes. )

In belief contexts J~en~Jl_~~mp~~l~~,·thesubordinate clause

1s being us~d to describe the content of belief whereas, in contexts r
.!21~.1J_e_nsJl...QJ.yi§.0., the suborclina te clause refers to the ob ject of

belief. Only in the latter case can we quantify into belief

contexts. Chisholm also .notes, that sentences lIl...,§~}l§U .Q2!ill?o.'.?5 t2.
44·

do not imp1;)' the corresponding sentences 1!2..'§t:,.ll§..lL..~1-_s:.Q.

He goes on to claim that all sentences ex:r-ressing

'\',Te 111'3.Y construe premiss (2) above, as either In se.!l§.lL9.21ill2g=§.it.9..

(2') George believes that there exists just one thing x

such tha t x wrote J:ia.rmion and x is Scotch.

l'Thich, put schcm"ltical1JT , reads

f-
l
~
I

[Bg] (3 y) [(x) (I.'Ix =. x -- y) & SyJ where Bg represents
'George believes'

Or,. al ternati vely, 'He may construe (2) l!L...§'!?dlS}L~ly.tf&,

(2~f) There exists an x such'that x wrote Harmion and

George believes x to bci Scotch.
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which, put schematlcally, reads

8 y) [(x)( 1'1x _ x ::: y) Be BgSy~J
,.,.. I

Chisholm e.rgues t If we are:. to avold the invalid lnference

on line (3), then (2) must be regarded as a disjunction of (2 t
)

and (2"), i. e. one of the di s junct.s be ing In..~!L1}S!:LQ.21ill?~9.&to
..

the other: in~~n.§,v.~lli.t~?~.Q.' In other words, he construes (2) as

[J3gJ (;]y) Ox) (Hx ~ x == y & .Sy] V <3y) ~x) (Nx ;; x == y) & BgSy]

a disjunction, telling us that one or the other of the two

possibilities r but not both, obtain.

Let us now proceed to the crux o~ Chisholm's argument.

analyse (12), he suggests that (12) should be paraphrased as

(a) It is false that: there exlst~ just one thing x such

tha t x :wrote VlaverleJT and George believes x is SC';otch.

(b) It is false that: George believes that there exlsts

jus t one thing x such that x wrote Have:r-l.ey and. x is Scotch.

Either

(c) There exists just one thing x such that x wrote Marmion

and George believes that x is Scotch

Or

(d) George believes there exists just one thing x such

that x iu'ote Harmion and that x Is Scotch.

FOl:ln9.1ly ",re may represent the 9.nalysts above as

{"vC3y) 1- {.. \ ( ~1x \ & Bcr (' ;-i & "'. Bcr (nv) [(x) (1;/x y) &
~iI

L..\A I X ::: YJ . oL..JJ;J N x -- Syjr..,~ L) ~d ~

.jr

[(x) Ux ) -r" .c-- ) (Ex y) B()'S~;J Be' U~y) y)&; t :Jy' x -- &. V (Ex x = c~- Sy i
Z,- L) ( ) ~~i.... , - " --•.,1

I
!

I
I
f
~
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Sumrn~rily, Chisholm.'s argument for the analysis of (12)

in terms of (a) - (d) is that, since statements of the form (2)

are. p8.raphrasable by a dis ju~ction of their contexts ~fll1_

~ and lll-§en~u di~~ their denials are therefore

paraphrasable by a II con junction ll of the corresponding .in ~,

QQ1lli?QsiiQ and irr-=§.!~.!2~,U~Q contexts p (ioe., -(p v q) == -p & -q Del"!.)

Chisholm's claim; we have noted, is that under this

interpretation there is no question of deriving the contradictory

(14), (vizoThere exists an x such that George believes that x

is Scotch and it is false that George believes that x is Scotch).

He supports this claim with the folloWing arguments.

First suppose (0) is false. Then (d) is true. However (d) is

a statement telling us '!',fha t George believes·, that is to say,

(d) is 1ll....,..'L8.11,;3\l.....,Q21TIj)Q,.si to, whereas the oonolusion (14) is ~nf3Q

~. So if (c) is false, (14) does not follow from (10) - (13).

What ~.re have to show here is that the conclusion follo'Ns from

premisses 1!L'L.ensu dlvisQ. (Incidentally,. we cannot detach (14)

by modus ponens of (d) on the antecedents of the conditionals in

{13), since the are also ~~~isq~.

Suppnse now that (0) is true. (c) is 1!L.§§ll§.lL., d1.Y1J2.Q •

".Now (11 ) and (c) imply that (a) 1s false. HO"lever, (12) implies
,

that (a) is true. So if (c) is true then (12 ) is fals0 f1 (i~e.r

(c) and (12) are mutually inconsistent)" Again the conclusion

(14) will not follow from (12)" This is to say, (14) cannot be

r

derived from either of· the disjun'cts in (12)v (i.>e.~

in sensu
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dlY'i§o ,'fi11 not folloN and if" (c) is tru.e then (12) is false

sot (14) does not fol10\.'.1. Ei ther way', w'e cannot derive the

unaqceptab1e conclusion (1 1+)" (Cf., p.250, ibid).

Chisholm concludes that he has sho~m that (14) does not

follow from (10) ~~ (13), so Leibniz's LaH does not breal\: down

in belief contexts. The diffj.culty, he maintains, is not that

the argument :contains Leibniz's LaW" a~ a premiss but rather

that there is no 1'-lay, glven the premisses (10) ~ (13), of
..

deriving (14). 'The contradictory conclusion is not due to the

applica tion of Le:tbniz' s La"j;'[ but to ',c0l?-doning an inference from

According to Chisholm, this conclusiori may be generalised to take

care of all other cases Hhere Leibniz's La1'.7, in applic9.tion to
. 45

psychological contexts, seems to lead to s1m1.1ar difficulties.

Chisholm's defense of Le1bn1_z's V't\'T, as a criterion of

identity belief sentences, is said to be defective for a number

of reasons. For example, (in his Revie'i'[ or" Contributions to

~ogic and Methodology', p.539), D.F¢llesdal ~bjects that

Chisholm assumes that. Le:1bnj.z' s Lal'1" does not break~do1-'Jn

J1.V.J:.D..§.!L dJ.vj:_sQ. contexts t in order to make the inference from

ill) and (c) to demonstrate the faliity:of (12). F¢llesdal says
••tha t Chisholm j_s gull ty of a p_8 tl-J;X9. here. HOVleVer, I thlnlc he

misses Chisholm's point g '<Thich is not to derive Leibn:lz's Lal'r

as a conclns ion, (t" eo p Leibniz 's La'1'T is listed as premlss (:I. 0) f

but rather f to show· thE-it Lelbniz'B La1'7 does not fail, sinee vIe

L



are not Narrantecl in deriving (14) fr,Qffi (10) - (13) 0

(Incidentally, F¢11esdal has a better ob,jeotion when he questions

Chisholm's assumption that belief sentences are "indeterminate ll

rather than ambiguous as Fpllesdal says -- but this too, given

Chisholm's premisses, is defensible, p.539, ibid.) Objections

might be raised at the details of (my elaboration of ) Chisholm's

condensed analysis by whi.ch he claims to clemonstra te that (14)

does not folloW". HO'V18ver, all of these objections I think miss

the major difficulty with Chisholm's putative II so1u tion"

to the antinomy.

,The point is this. Chisholm's treatment of the

difficulties confronting Leibniz' s L9."~ in belief contexts is

para.llel to Smullyan's way of dealing "ri th scope ambigui ties,

b:f sentences involYing clefini te descriptions, in modal contexts.

Unfortunately, the ad hQQ character of Chisholm's example and

the not-at~all-obviousway he sets about dealing with it~

serve Dnly: to -Obscure the issues r~,i--S€d oy th~ simplB eKampleB

we :began with. Let me illustrate ChisholmGs position with

"the simpler version of h.1s example, our (1) ~ (.3) above 0

r

(1 ) The author of lYlarmlon -- The author of \<laverley

(2 ) George believes that ·the author of Harmion is Scotch .-

(3 ) George believes that the author of Haver18Jr is Scotch.

Now we mentioned above, that following ·Chisholm's analysls~

premiss (a) can be interpreted as saying one of two things, either.
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(i) George belleves that·there 1s (~xact.ly on8 author

of I\1B.rmion 9.no. that this person is Scotch.

or

(ii) There is exactly one author of ~hrmion and George

believes that this person. is Scotch

Now. for the purpose of explicating Chisholm's position,

let us assume th~:'t prem.iss (3) above '1s 1.n...§~:ll~JL.9.J.xiso.•

1.• e. (Je) There j.s exactly one aU,thor .of 1!laverley and George

believes that this person 1s Scotch.

~hE( nub :of Chisholm~.s e:rgulnent is this. If (2) is interpreted

in terms of (1), since (i) is in,;.. sQ.D.§...LL...9~Q.m.P_0'2J....!S:~ fTe are not

enti tIed to dravr the conolusion on line (3'). (vrhich is i.l}~§'~l)sl-l

f1ivts,g). The example (1) - (3') • under. this interpretation

is invalid.

On.tl1e other -ll8.TIo. •. if p!el?l1ss (.2) is. lnt~l'pl~eteL1. tn terms

of (i i). s 1nce (i1') is ii:L..?_~.11§.1Lili.Y:.L'?0, 'He are enti tIed to

~raw the conclusion on line (3').

To spell out the con61usion more fully, according to

Chisholm, for Leibniz's LaH to be·compe.tible \-T1th intention·g.l

contexts, arguments of the form (1) - (3) above-must be

interpreted as follows:-

I
r

I

f
i



(2 v) There is exactly one author of rVl'3.rmiol1 and George

believes that this person is Scotch.

(1) The author of }~rm~on =.The author of Waverley

(3 t) There j.s exactl;y' one author of Vlaverley and George

believes that this person is Scotch.

On this interpretation, Leibnizls Law combines quite ullproblem<~

atically with propositional attitudes.

The foregoing represents fairly, I think, Chisholm's
46.

positio~ that now seems to me to be mistaken.

The trouble is, (3') does not follow by substitution

of '(2 9
) into (1). For the Left Hand Side of {1)~~- 'the author

of 11armion', does not occur in (2')p (i.e., only 'the author of

1'Iarmion' does) .. Thus Ne cannot substitute, in accordance with

Leibniz's rule, from (2') into (1) ..

Notice, premiss (1) is of the form '(')x)(F.x) - ("'pd(Gx)'.

'l~e d:tffi-culties of treating sentences or the form

'(7x)(Fx) == (/x)(Gx)' as genuine iden'city sentences, rather than

abbreviations of their expanded multiply gener.al form, viz.,

(3y) t~, ::: (Jx) (Gx) & (x) (Fx ::;. x :=: y)J, seem here. to me, to be

decisive. Al though, ordinarily, there rna;)' be a "derivad II rule

which permits interchange of (~>x) (Fx) and fiX) (Gx) on the basis

(7x) (Fx) = (7x) (Gx)

there will also be limitations on such ~ derived rule; for

instance ~ ordinary logic '\:\T111 not give the expanded conclusion
L~7

from the expanded prernl~se8.·

i

r
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,

th~ inference from (1) and (2') to the conclusion (3 V
), (as I

was), it is because we regar~. the inference as warranted by

Leib:nlz's rule: viz., the replacement of 'the author of Narmion'

in (2') by the 'the author of Waverley' in (3'), on the basis

of the (alleged) identity statement (1). However, even though.
"re have fornu.:tlated (2') and (3') .i-rL_s.fn..§..1L.cli'y~L~o, a la Chisholm, Vle

'cannot derive (3') from (2') substituted on (1). The reason..
for this, to labour the point, is that (1) is in contracted form,

and i'Then expanded into its primitive' notation, is n..9.i., in fact,

a genuine identity sentence but is, in fact, a Illultiply general

sentence ..

So much for Chisholm's defective analysis and all

examples of .the form (1) .~ (3) above, (v-Thich by the Hay' includes

example (7) = (9), since here again 1'fe have, in premiss ('1),

r

a multiply ~eneral sentence llla.squerading as an iden.tity

sentence). In the conclusion of this chapter, I hope to show

how the example (4) - (6), which undoubtedly contains a genuine

r~ame-i<1entj.ty I is to be recol1cilecl Nt th Leibniz' s rule. Hm'.rever,

let us now turn to the'arguments which do not accept that

Leibniz's rule, in it~ unqualified form~ and intentional contexts

are compatible. This is to say. arguments which seek to mo~ify

Leibnizfs rule in belief contexts while at the same time

attempting to guar9.ntee sUbstltut,iYity .s.S11y9:. y§).~j~.~§.J~.~ as a

cond.i tiOl1 to be sat-isf1ecl by ··cD~:;:rE,')fere:ntial terms t in all genuJ.ne
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identity sentences. The 61aim, this iB to say, that we can have

intc:.:rsubstitutlvity of co-referential terms only by employing

a stronger cri terion than (x) (y) (x =: ;/. :.:> .F'x ~ Fy) in belief

contexts.

I~~JJ:l'pi~~:§-.k!_t.!L.ill2£lhfJJLci•

Carnap, in 'Neaning and Necessity", .(p.53ff), proposes
..

a solution to the (apparent) failure of substitutivity of

identicals in intentional contexts, 'by· r~placing L-equivalence I

by an- even s~ronger crfterion .of identity namely I "intensional

isomorphism". This, speaking generally, involves a part-by-part

correspondence within L-equtvalent ·sentences.

Let us begin this section by explaining, briefly, the

notion of intel1s~onal isomorphism vlith an example. Carnap

considers the expressions '2 + 5' and 'II sum VI.- These occur

in the ~anguage system 81, in which the expressions 2, 5, II, V

are numerical expressions and ,+, and 'sum' are numerical

'operaU.ons. Further I we may - suppose that according to the

~emant~lcal :cules of 8 1 , '2" is L~equivalent to 1 II', 15' is

L-equivalent to I VI, and '+' is L-equl vale:p.t -to 'sum'.

Thus CaTnap at:::'gues :-

"vIe shall say that the tiolTO expressions are intensionally
isomorphic or that they have the saDe intensional
structure because not onl~T are they L~equl.valent

as a whole (i.e .• both being L-equivalent to.7)
but the~r consist of three Darts in such a 1'Ti:nr

th'J.t th~ ·c.orrespondi'ng parts a2~e L-.equ.ivalent to
one an.other and hence have the same intension".

(p .56, i bld.) •

r
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Intensional isomorphism then ~s to ~erve as the condition

for intersubstitntivity of terms salva veritate -- rather than. ~ ~==..-=~~._~

stTaight-for\~ard substi tution of L~interchangeable terms.

Carnap's motive for using intensional isomorphism, in

his analysis of identity with respect to belief contexts, needless

to say, is his recognition of the need for a stronger relation

than L-equivalence in such contexts. 'L-equivalent sentences are

not L-interchange~ble in all belief contexts. Consider again

the antinomy that results under the unqualified L-interchangeability

of L=equivalent sentences:~

Let D andDt be abbreviations of two logically equivalent

'sentences 9 (e.g., f the number of of inliabi tants of Chicago is

greater than three million' and t the number of inhabitants of

Chicago is greater than 26 X :3 X 56 9). Thus

(15) D is L=equivalent to D' •

Now assume D to be a sentence which a' person John believes; or,

in Carnap U swords, IlJohn is disposed to a11. affi.rmati va response

to D". This is to say

(16) .Tohn believes that D

Clearly, it follows from the above th~t if interchangeability

of expressions can take place by substitution on the L~·equiYalent

relation holding between. them (i.e., L-interchangeability), in

Carnap's 1"JOrds t IIJohn is d.isposed to illi-").l~e an affirmative response

to some sentence in some language t which 1s L·-equivalent to DIl, (p.55)

Call this sentence D'. Thus

(17) John believes that DO.

r



(p.55, ibid).
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It is easy to see the nub of the. inadequacy here. (15)

·compels us to say that uJohn belie,res that D and D~ll --iI1h11e

pre~.analy·tically John ffi9.y very ''-lell be said to believe that D

but not that D~ e' Hence Carn~p proposes using the stronger relation

of intensional isomorphism.

"The tNO sentences must, so to speak be understood
in the same 'Nay; they must not only be Irequivalent·

,in the whole but consist- of L-equivalent parts~ arid
both must be built up out of these parts in the
same 'lJ.ray"

Thus " Carl1i:J.:p propos8s that ,only the L.-equivalence of each

term in the expressions permits their hniversal interchange

in intention-g.l contexts. 'Hence if

(18 ) D is 1nten8iona=\.ly isomorphic i'Ti th D'

and (19 ) John believes that D

then (20 ) John believes 'that Df

As \Ire no~ed, CaTnap 8nalyses 'belief that D' as a

dJ.sposition to give an' affirmative response to a given sentence D.

Thus fJohn 1)elieves that it will rain, tomoITow" analyses into

'John is disposed to give an affirmative response to the

,I
to-
I
I
I,
t

i

sentence 'It Hill rain tOT1orr01'7'". (In fine, 'linguistic "entities"

are the objects of our ,beliefs or rather, of our intentional

atti tudes). Carnap .is then able to offer the, follov.ring
,

semanti cal criteria for intersubsti tutivi ty §..!?-1.Y.§l:. ver!J:_?:..te. j. n

belief context8~ i.e., for sentences of the form (16) above~'

"There is a sentence (H 'in 'a s8J.Jantical system S t

such that (8. )0'1 is intensionally isomorphic to D
and (b) 'J'ohn j s eli spbs8cl to an affirm:::tti ve response
t (' ii '
-0 ·\'i (!

(p.62 f i1)ld)
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Curiously, Carnap appears to 9ver-lQok the possibility

th9.t his arglJJl1~nt llsed to ShO'iT the failure of intersubst1tutlvity

salva verita"te of L--equivalent terms, (ViZ'., (15) 03 (17) above).

may be extended to disqualify the inference fron (18) and (19)

to (20). It seenls to me He can reasonably claim that, in a

per.fectly good sense of belief, 1'1h1-18
" "

(21) John believes that 'eye~doQtors are eye~doctorst

- ·-8.1i.d that t eyeo.doctors are'-eye-doctors' is iiltensionally isomorphi.c n

i'llth teye~"doctors are ocu.lists', it is !lQi the case that

(22) John believes that 'eye-doctors are oculists'

(Supp6se, for the sake of clarifying the po~nt, John positively

41sbelieves that 'eye-doctors are oculists').

Nbw it might b~ argued that, on Carnap's criteria,

John's believing (21) and IlQt (22) is impossible, or rather,

Carnap has ruled out, because intensionally isomorphic sentences

are to be '\md.erstood" in the same way"? (Cf., "'l'he" bro sentenees

rimst,so to speak be understood in ttJe"same vmy" •• (p.55, ibid).

J:Iovrever, his use of lI u:nderstood ll here is' seriously ambiguotJ.s.

As we have seen, Carnap's treatment of intensional isomorphism

depends throughout on iiholJ.y semantic crt teria. Not upon the

psychological reactions of oerSOl1S to sentences. Hence "being, '

understood. in the same V10y" presuinsblY refers to semg,ntic charaet·~

eristies. Indeed s if Carnap is referring to psychological reactions

here, theYi, he requires indepenc1eli'V' arguments for his curious

tieatment of the psychological qu~stion -- strice to exclude,
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as Carnap does, the psychological possibility that John lliay

believe (21) and not (22) is a psychological theory, (and a

highly improbable one at that) ~ In fine, the limitations "lh1ch

Carnap accepts might prevent John from seeing one sentence is

~J-equivalent to another, m1ght also prevent him from seeing one

sentence is intensionally isomorphic to another. This seems to

me to be the crux of Benson rhtes objection to Carnap's criterion

of identity in belief sentences.

Benson Hates, in his arttcle 'Meaning and Interpretation e

argues:~

Let D and Df be abbreviations of two intensionally isomorphic

sentences. Then the folloNing are intensionally isomorphi.c: -

10":l , vJhoever believes that D believes that D.'''''..)1

and (24,) Whoever believes that D believes that D' •

Now the sentence (25) below is true

(25) Nobody doubts that whoever believes that D believes

that D~

However, the sentence (26) below is very likely false

(26) Nobody doubts that whoever believes that D believes

that D'.

Sentences (25) and (26) are intensionally isomorphic, (a la Carnap),

but if (26) is f9,1s8, as· it is likely to be, then the tNo

intensionally isomorphic sentences differ in truth~value.

Jvlates suggests that his example may inITalidate Carnap' s

r

original propo8al~ Carnap, on the other hand p takes n;f ~ _ ...... t ,....
J'li-:1 l.ItD b
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criticism to hearts accepting that his thesis in its present
48

cannot refute [iIA-tes point.

H.Putnam p in 'Synonymity. and the Analysis of Belief

Sentences', tries to llleet Hates's objection by tightening the

notion of intensional isomorphisJ::l1 such that it includes "identical

logical structure ll as a further condition to be satisfied by

intensionally isomorphic sentences. ~To illustrate his point}

let 'Greek' and 'Hellene' be synonymous expressions. NOi'l consider

(27 ) All Gx'ee'ks are Greeks

and (28 ) All Greel{:B are Hellenes.

If' these two sentences \l.do not feel synonymous II Putnam argues p

.Il i t is because the hw differ in logi cal structure II t (p~.118 t ibid).

The sentence (27) has the form 'All F are F~ ; while b~ntence

(28) has the form 'All Fare G'.

To expand Putnam's' point to belief contexts, the sentence

(29) Whoever believes that all Greeks are Greeks believes

that all 'Greeks are Greeks
- ---

differs in logical structure from the 'sentence

(JO) \ihoever believes that all Greeks are Greeks believes

that all G~eeks are Hellenes.

Putnam concludes

liThe foregoing consideration leads us to the following
mod:i.ficat'lon in the definition of intensional isomorphism
(1) T1'lO expressIons are intensionally isomorphic if
they have ~he same logical structure and (2) if··the
:corresp:onc1:Ll1@ parts are L~equivalentif.

(p.122, ibid.)

'rhe upshot of Putnamis emenclat:ton is that, if we a.llow

r
I
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in !!Jates's examples (23) and (24) above, th::tt sentences D and D'

have a different logical structure then they are not, on Putnam's

analysis f intensionally l.somorphic.. Hence v.re are not cUsturbecl

that 'Nobody doubts that (23)' may have a different trl.lth~value

from 'Nobody doubts that (24)'

Hbwever, even though we may grant Putnam the point that

difficulties pertaining to logical str~cture ·are met with his

revised criterion, he fails to meet the difficulty, which I

have suggested is at the root of Mates's objection to Carnap,

this ·is to say. the factual possibility that a person may believe,

ina perfectly good sense of "believe", only one of two (or more)

intensionall;yisomorph1.c expressions. Consider three intensionally

isomorphic sentences A, B, C, such that they each have the.same

logical. structure; e.g., let A be 'The snow 1s white', let B be

'Der Schnee ist Weiss'. let C be 'La neige est blanche'. Now

f<;:>llowing Putnam

{)1 } Wl10ever 15eliev~S -tna-t A Deli eves t-nat B

and (32) Whoever believes that B believes that C

T~e point is, it is perfectly·plausible to argue the

factual possibilj. ty that' John believes that en) f ·whereas

'John does not believe that (32)' (i.e., he positively disbelieves

(32) •

I think the correct solution to this problem ls given

by A.Church, j.n tInteuslonal IsomorphlEp'l and Identity of Belief'i

who rebuts r~tes~s criticism b~ denying that, in such cases, one

of the sentences is rea11y doubted while the other is not.

[
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Church argues that ostensible ~ivergence in belief reponse

to' intensionally isomorphic p~irs, does not in fact hold of

intensionally isomorphic sentences, but of lI equivalent" sentences.

Suppose band D" are intensionally isomorphic sentenc.es, then.

IItD' is true" is intensionally isomorphic to neither and can

be taken to be tOO.real object of dQubt where it is claimed

that D is believed and D' is doubted: For instance, if in example

(30) Hellene is really being use£l, by the person ""ho gives the

cDun~~r-example,'~s a synonym for Gr~ek, then believing that

all Greeks are Hellenes just is bellev~ng that all Greeks are

Greeks. On the other hand, if the synonymous term for 'Greeks',

namely 'Hellenes t, is being I.Q&Qti..9l1E;';.,C1; we replace the' mentioned

subsentence 'All Greeks are Hellenes' by l'fAII Greeks are Hellen~s'

is true" -- 1.e., moving the subsentence into the meta-language,

which th~n yields

(3U t
) Whoever believes that all Greeks are Greeks

bell eves that t.h('~ sentence 'All Greeksftre Hellenes'

1s true.

This rules out the unacceptable inference obtained where (29)

and (30) ar~ supposed to be intensionally isomorphio.

Or to revert to Carnap' s example: if a) '2 + 5 -':0; 7'.

is intensiol19.1ly isomprphic to'b) 'II sum V ::: V.Il' and both of

these expressions are being ~1§..ed,. if J·ohn belteves a) then .'

John believes b).

This is not to say that Chu.rch 1s une,ri tlcal of Carnap IS

analysis df identity in belief sentences. Indeed Church, in hl~

~
I
!
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'On Carnapts Analysis of Statements of Assertion'anel Beliefo,

raises a decisive objection to Carnap's thesis. (Prof.Wilson

in 'Concept .of Language', p.12J, g~ves a'clear exposition of

this obje·ction, so I will take the liberty of paraphrasing his

exposition of Church's argument).

Suppose we have the sentence,

(33) Seneca said that man is a rational animal

Its translation into French is

(3~') Seneca dit que l'homme est un animal rational

N.ow l'fe' can give the folloV-11ng paraphrase of (33) ,·.pn Carnap' s

proposed analysis

(35) There is a sentence S1 in a. language L such that

(a) Sl in iL is intensionally isomorphic to I1 me.n is a

rational animal" in English and (b) Seneca wrote S1 in Lo

Similarly, on Carnap' s analysis 9 (3L~) expands into

(36) II y a une phrase 81 dans ·une langue L de sorte que

(a) S1 dans L eit lntentionel1ement isomorphique par

rapport a 111' homme est 1m animal rational" en Francais

at (b) Seneca ecrit 81 dans L.

The difficulty is that (36) is 112~ a translation of (35).

Statement (35) I,rould in fact presumably translate into

(37) II y a une phrase 81 dans une langue L de sorte que

(a) 81 dans L ~st intentlonellement isornorphlque par

rapport a lI]\1an is a rational animalf! €Om Anglais f et
.I ... \ _ tI' t .-.

lD} beneca ecrl~ bl dans Lo

[
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ClearlY (37) could. not convey to a' Frenchmctl1 ignorant

of English vJha t (35) conveys to an Englishman. The reason for

this, as Prof. "lilson notes, is that 'English' is a description

and the Frenchman is not familiar 'with, as the Englishn~n is p

its descriptum. (In the same way, it is not misleading or

surprl~ing to an audience familiar with the story, if they are

told Oedipus Il1anted to marry his mother but this is only because

they know that Oedipus was unaware that Jocasta, whom he wished

to marry, was in fact his mother. Similarly, 'The author of

Waverley is Scotch' conveys less to a person who does not know

the author of Haverle;y is Sir iVaI tel' Scott than to a person who

has that information.)

Because of this apparently overwhelming difficulty

wi th Carnap' s rule (or any rule) for j.ntensionally isomorphic

sentences, Church goes on to replace intensional isomorphism,

as a criterion of identity for belief sentences, by "synonymous

isomorphism" , ( 9 Intensional Isomo:r'phlslll and Ielent! ty of Belief t p

p.6.5ff). By synorwmous isomorphism, Church proposes that Carnap's

requirement of the L=equiva.lence of terms in intensionally

isomorphic expressions, be replaced by the "synonymity" of terms

in isomorphic sentences. For two sentence$ to be synonymously

isomorphic, each :Lnd1.vidual consta:nt and preclica tor constant in one

must be synonym.ous with its corresponcltng individual or pl'edicator

constant in the other. Inaddltion he requires that steps of

the follovring kinds shall be allowed : ~

[
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"the replacement of an abstraction expression by
a synonymous predicator constant; the replaoement
of a predicator constant by a synonyw'ous abstraction
expressionj the replacement of an individual description
by a synonymous individual constantj the replacement
of an individual constant by a synonymous individual
description. Ii

(p.67, lbid.)

8ummI3,rily, Church claims that synonymous i somorphisrn,

as thus defined for a language 81 , may be extended_ in a more or

less obvious l1ay, to replace Carnap' s cr1 terion for identi ty of

belief.

Carnap re jects Church's proposals, (Cf., Fl1.1~,8 above) 9

and I think we should. (I do not think Church gives us anything

very much di.fferent from Carnap 01"- Putnam == unless there is f'lJ.r

more to his notion of 'synonymy' than he indicates in his article,;

and, even so, I cannot see why Church supposes that ~8yno.nymous

isomorphism' WOUld. deal 1,ri th the translation difficulty t ooncerning

Seneca, we mentioned earlier. By replacing 'synonymously isomorphlo e

for 'intensionally isomorphic' in the examples (33) ~ (37) we

are still faced 'l'-7i th much tile same problem I vi~ 0 t the unavoidable

reference to the English language which conveys nothing to a

Frenchm.9..D.. )

There are~a_.humber of other llla jorobstacles tha t stand

in the wa~y of Carnap t s proposal _of tntenslonal isomorphism as

the relation permitting intersubstitutivity in belief contexts •
.

Aij we noted in the previous chapter, such a criterion suffers

from the u11d.erlflytng defects of hls ()J_Eltnls COl1.Cerrl1i1g senlr'3.nt,ical

[
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a system of rules~

Finally, even tf He could a'ce-ept" his cri terlon for

identity in belief cont~xts, th~re is something decidedly odd

with the suggestion that linguistic entities are the objects of

our" intentional attitudes. Consider again Carnap~s formula

for translating intentional statements: "John believes that D"

1s t6 be translated, in effect, into "John is disposed to an

affirm8.tive response to the sentence 'D"'. To ensure that

lntersubsti tution is "Tell~behaved -in intentional contexts» we

lli~ionp rather than UE'-:Q, the sentence referring to the content

or Object of Johnes bellef~

However, at ""Tarst, Carnap's use of quotation marlm here,

taken literally, would imply falsely that if John believed there

are fifartlans then there is a man 1'1"ho is disposed to an affirmative

response to the sentence 'there are r~rtiansD. At best, for

-{}co..·'1:lB.pt-s-useCTfquotatt-onulllifrk:;r tODEfac-c6JStal)le, rn ananal;y'~sls

of John ~ s bellef that there are Hartians t" would require that

the quotatton rnarl{s inclica te p riot !illill.:'cion as Carnap thinks ~

but the Y,§.fl the quoted sentence would have had had it occurred

Hithout the quotation marks. Such an oddity is a heavy price

to pay for well-behaved intersubstitution -- and this is

grant:Lng that Carnap f s proposals 1'T1 th respect to intensional

isomorphism actually work. Clearlyp disposition to give ~n

affinl1El.tive response to a "sentence ll is not a" sati sfactory

charaet"e:d.s8.ttOl1. of our intentional attt tudes and thelr objects.

[
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Let us now turn to the vie~1J held by QUine, which seeks

to retain Leibniz t s L9..'\I-T in its unrestricted form and instead

of saying that our intentional attitudes have linguistic entities

as their objects, a la Carnap, argues that certain sentences

which relate people to ~lJords m2.jT be used to perform all the

functions of intentional sentences, without the accompanying

antinomy. In fine. the view in which sentences expressing

intentional attitudes are rejected in favour of certain

inscriptional sentences.

First, a little more detailed account of Quine's notion

of "ref~rentlal opacity" is called for. In his 'Three Grades

of r'lodal Involvement f Q.uine says, "-v-Te may speak of a context

a'S referentially opaque 1'Then by putting a statement ¢ into that

context w"e may cause a purely referentls,l occurrence of ¢ to be
49 "

not purely referential in the whole context" •. And 1n 'vlord and

Object t ~'Te are told

"An opaque construction is one in whioh you cannot
in general supplant a singular term by a oo=destgnatiY8
term (one referring to the same object) without
disturbing the trutr1.,·value of the containing sentence.
In an opaque construction you cannot also in general
supPlant a general term by a co-extensive term (one
tru.e of the same objects), nor a component sentence
of the same truth-value, without disturbing the
truth of the containing s~ntence".

(p.151)

r
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Accordingly,' positions in sentences for which the

principle of substitutivity is not a valid mode of inference

are referentially opaque: they are sentential positions such

that expressions occupying them do not succeed in referring ,to

anything -- although the very same expression will refer in
50

"referentially transparent tl (or open) positions. The upshot.

of this for Quine is that failure of 8ubstitutivity does not

provlde exceptions to Leibniz's Law but rather, provides cases

of referential opacity.
51

An objector might reasonably argue here, "vlhy can't

we say the phrase 'referential opacity' simply baptizes

exceptions to Leibniz's Law. All Quine has given is a character~

isation of the exceptions to Leibniz's rule, that is, they involve

substitution into referentially opaque positions'!. What is the

criterion of the referential opacity of a position? It is just

that the principle of sUbstitutivity, in its unaloonded form, fails

to -be a validmud-e of -tITferenc~ -for -tnat poSItioh. I thTi11.c -th.Is

criticism is fairly made against Quine's formulation and employment

of the referentially transparent-opaq~e distinctio~However, as

I hope to shoW' at the conclusion of this chapter, a position not

unlike Q.uine's can be defended successfully to demonstrate the
"

compatibility of name-identities Hlth Leibniz's law in intentional

contextsG But first we have to deal w1th two difficulties

which Quine presents. one of which make~ Quine relinquish the
.

transparency of beli~fo

As 'Ne noted earlier p ' QUil1;8 employs a version of the

r
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distinction of belief sentences in sell§1J......QOInP..9si tQ., i'1hich

'Quine calls the "notionalU context, and belief sentences in sensu.

diviso 'Nhich Quine calls the "relational" context. As far as

Quine is concerned, all notional contexts are referentially opaque;

substitution, if it were permitted into belief sentences

interpreted in their notional context, would lead invariably to

antinomies. ,The question presents itself -- "Are belief sentences

interpreted in their relational context, where they do refer

transparently t6 the object believed (seemingly), free from

antinomy when substituting into the~ in accordance with Leibniz's

rule 1"

Quine recognises that even in this latter case we are

led to countenapce certain oddi ties. Take .the example

(4) Cicero = Tully'

(5) Tom believes that Cicero denounced Cataline

Now by Leibniz's Law, since (4) and (5) are, by hypothesis, in

a relational context, we may conclude

(6) Tom believes that Tully denouncedCataline.

However, suppose in this case that we are wrong to conclude (6)

since, a'S a rna tter of re.ct, 'o\)'hile Tom does believe that

Cicero denounced Cataline, also he beli.eves that Tully did not,.

"Tully ", "rom insists, "dld not denounce ea taline.
Cicero did". Surely Tom must be acknov\rledged to
believe, in every sense, that Tully did not denounce
Cataline and that Cicero did. But still he must be
said also to believe, in the referentially
transparent sense, that lully 11£ denounce Cataline.
The oddity of the t~ansparent sense of belief is
that it ~as Tom believing that Tully did and did not

r
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dehounoe' Cataline. This 1s not yet a self
contradiotion on our part or ,even on Tom's, for
a distinction can be reserved between (a) Tom's
believing that Tully did and Tully did not .
denounce Cataline and (b) Tom's believing that Tully
did and did not·denounoe Cataline."

('Word and Object', p.148)

Quine notes that the oddity is there, and we have to

accept it'as the price for allowing the transparency of belief

sentences, (in relational context), to 'combine with the

unrestricted application of. Leibniz's rule. ,

What are we, to make of the oddity Quine refers to ?

Clearly, given the three sentences (4) -(6) are'referring

transparently, (viz., the belief sentences are relational),

~~must insist that Tom does believe that Tully denounced

Cataline o In other words

(4) .cicero =~Tully

(5") There exists an x such that x is Cicero and Tom

believes that x denounced Cataline

f6-')' There exist'S· a 'i/- snohtha-t- y f-s Tul-ly-&.lld -Tom be-ri-eves

that y denounced Cataline.

How then are we to explain LqE~ denial of (6')0 It

is not simply a matter of Tom being irrational; QUine does

not regard Tom's denial of (6') as an expl~cit contradiction nor

is it supposed that Tom believes a contradiction. It is perfectly

plausible for Tom to believe that P and to believe that not-Pi

while at the same time to argue that To'm does not yet believe

(p & =p). In other '\1ords there is, an individual II of whom'" Tom

(unNi ttingly) believes contradlctb17 properties. If this is case,

r
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and Tom does not know he holds contradictory beliefs,(about the

same. individual), the oddity Quine refers to does not seem,

to be so stubborn or intractable. 'The fact that Tom believes

Cicero denounced Cataline and does not believe that Tully

,denounced Ca taline • despi te the fact that Cicero is id.entical

with Tully, can be remedied, hopefully, by telling Tom that

Cicero and Tully are one and the same person. In short Tom can

'only be convicted of irratt onall ty if he lill9l'L§' that he holds

contradictory beliefs, and nothing is indicated in Quine's example

that he does; surely then, what is understood by

(38) Tom does not'believe that Tully denounced Cataline

(given that premisses, (4-) - (6) are referentially transparent

and Tom is rational), 1s

(39) Tom does not believe that Tully denounced Cataline

because he does not know that Cicero =:: Tully.

Otherwise D either (4) - (6) ftre not referentially ~ransparent

or Tom is not rational.

Once we are clear about the nature of. the oddity

involved, I fail to see Quine's example poses 'a threat to Leibniz's

Law, or Yi~~ ~r~~. I suspect that similar reasons'tD the above

prompted Quinees remark that "this much oddity on the part of

belief is tolerable It , (p.148, ibid) .• ,

However, Quine continues, "more remains that is not".

so let us now consider the argument whi'ch leads Quine to finally

relinquish the transparenoy of belief.
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Quine.proposes "where '~' represents a(true)sentence,

let us write 'dp' ...as short for the description:

the number x such that ({x = 1) and p) or «x = 0) and not p)."

.< i •e.. dp == b x )Iix = 1) & p) V « x := 0) & - p )J. )
Now if Tom is rational, then

(40) Tom believes a sentence of the form dp = 1 if and only

if'Tom believes a sentence p.
Hence since

..
(41) Tom believes that Cicero denounced Cataline

it follows

(42) Tom believes that d{Cicero denounced Cataline) = 1.

Now since 'p' represents a true sentence

(43) dp = d(Cicero denounced Cataline)

And since by Leibniz's La~ we are permitted to freely substitute

co-referential terms, we g~t

(44) Tom believes that dp =·1

(45) Tom believes that p.

Sluce 'p 0 represents an;>' arbl trarily true sentence, the result

on (45) is absurd. In sum, it seems to Quine that, from the true

premiss 'Tom believes that Cicero ,denounced Cataline', by the

applica tion of Leibrii~' s T..a1'T t w'e can argue that ,Tom believes

everything which is true. (If he had believed something whi~h

. is false the same argument could also' "prove" that Tom believes

everything 1"hich is false~ . Hence Tom ends up believing everything.)
air'

There is an,pI' fallaciousness in Quine's argument which,



though difficult to pin-point exactly, has to do with the claim

the. t .. we can argne froLlJ. the !E~p~pa~~ of belief that Tom

believes everything, (p.149,. ibid)". Presumably Quine 1s claiming

to move from (40) to (45) by assuming, in each premiss, the

. referential transparency of belief. Clearly, premisses (42) and

(44)'are to be construed transparently -- as purely referential

occurrences of the sentences, otherwise we could not infer

(44) from (42) and (43). But are we entitled then to derive (45) ?

This is to say, can we infer (L~5) from substituting. (44) on (40) ?

'The trouble is (40) -- which is an assump.tion about Tom's logical

acumen -- is ,by no means obviously referentially transparent.

Premiss (40) appears to involve a non-referential occurence of

'dp', where 'dp' occurs 1n the subordinate clause of the antecedent

in the first conditional (of the bi-conditional). The subordinate

clause here refers to some number which He have characterised. -
as 'dp' and concerning which Tom believes that it 1s equal to 1.

If (:38)., or for that matter any of the premisses, are opaque

constructions, then Quine's argument is invalid, since Quine

seeks to show that from referential pre'misses' ~ilone Tom ends up

believing everything.

The upshot of this argum~nt for Quine is that belief

statements can occur either transparently or opaquely and,

either way, yield antinomies. He then has to face up to the

problem of characterising propositional attitudes while p~eserving

Leibni.z's rule.

r
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To this end, he introduces a technique not unlike
,

Carnap's, in '''1hich instead of speaking of the "object" or

tlcontent" of intentional att,itudes,: proposes that certain

sentences "\>Thlch relate people to "'Tords or other linguistic

entities may be used to perform all the functions of

intentional sentences, while ofcourse preserving the unfettered

application of Leibniz·s,r~le. What this amounts to is that

instead of

(5) Tom believes that Cicero denounced Cataline

we may say

(4·6) Tom believes~true 'Cicero denounced Ca taline'

(4-6) may be interpreted as a sentence affirming a certain

relation to hold between Tom and a linguistic entity or

inscription ~~ but a relation that is true only under the

conditions Where Tom believes that Cicero denounced Cataline is

true.,

Tnougl1 QUifIeaoes notal s-cuss rtf 'fne app1.1 c8,-tTOll of rlis

inscriptional approach to the antinomy (L~) - (6) seems quite

. clear. In the example (4) - (-6) t when ordine.ry statements cif

,propositional attitude combine with Leibniz's rule, l'Ve

obtain an unacceptable inference. Whereas. using the technique

in "'rhich vre relate Tom only to inscriptions, 'while He may say

(5') Tom believes-true 'Cicero denounced Cataline'

and (5') is true sinoe Tom does believe Cicero denounced

Catalinc. and furthermore hTe may, say,

(4) Cicero = Tully

[
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is true, we cannot then derive by Leibniz's rule a statement

of the form

(6') Tom believes-true 'Tully denounced Cataline'

since obviously we cannot apply Leibniz's rule in a quotational

context.

There 1s a lot to critici~e in· Quine's proposals

First, I do not think that Quine proves his case that referentially

transparent belief sentences inevitably yield antinomies. I have

argued that, in the first example.Quine gives, the problem is

quite simply resolved once we are clear about the nature of the

oddity involved. As far a.s his second example is concerned, I

have surmised that Quine's endeavour to show that belief in one

one true referentially transparent sentence paradoxically commits

us to belief of all true referentially transparent sentences,

rests on the int~rpretation of one of his premisses as non

r,eferential t (viz.! in an ()pa.qu~ c9ntE;xt2 t Eg:t his_ argument 1s

invalid.

As far as his proposed notational reform of intentional

sentences is concerned, I would argue that the plausibility

of Quine's .inscriptional approach depends on the assumption

tha t certain semantic sentences are true of' certain inscriptions t

for example, lithe English sentence 'Cicero denounced Cataline'

means that Cicero d.enounced Cataline" This much seems reasonable

en0ugh. How'ever, if these 'semEl-TItlc sentences are abbreviations

for intentional sentences, as they must be, are we not bacle to

r
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the original problem: this is to say"Engli$;lh speaking people

use the sentence 'Cicero denounced Cataline' to express the

belief that 'Cicero denounced Catallne. Moreover, since Cicero

is Tully, English speaking people use the sentence 'Cicero

~enounced Cataline' to convey the belief that Tully denounced

Cataline -- which, to say the least, is very odd. To put the

ma tter another way,' in Engl~sh 'Cicero denounced Cataline'

means that Cicero denounced Cataline. But Cicero is identical

with Tully. Thus, in English 'Cicero denounced Cataline' means
52'

T~lly 4enounced Cataline -- which 'is presumably false.

Finally, like Carnap's translations~ Quine's notational

Teforro of intentional sentences is dubious, unquestionably

awkNard and unnecessary since l<le' are able to combine "plain,

old-fashioned" intentional sentences with Leibniz's rule,

provided we attend carefully to what we are doing.

Clearly, the main problem with' belief and 9ther intentional

proposi tions is that they are in general ambiguous, (or inde.ter

mina te, 1 t doesn't Illc'l.tter), with respect to reference. Consequently

a serious problem attends quantification aoross such contexts.

These problems are highlighted when taken in conjunction with

Leibn~lz' s Lat~.

From Chisholm t S (viz., Smullyan' s) analysis 'Ne have seen

the nature of the ambigui ty in question. 'Ilhe difference betvret'm
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be"lief statements .1.n sen.-s,u C.9m.R9sJj;..Q', which describe the

content of belief, and ~n sensu divJl~ which refer to the object

of belief. Only in the latter case can one quantify into

a belief statement. Only in the latter case do belief sentences

'transparently refer. Now Chisholm's analysis is defective we

found because he failed to recognise that his premiss (il),

into which he is substituting, is not a genuine identity sentence.

(However his strategy for dealing with the problem is instructive.)

Let us consider again now, example (4) - (6).

(4) Cicero = Tully

(5) Tom believes Cicero denounced Cataline

(6) Tom believes Tully denounced Cataline@

Clearly, 'Cicero' and 'Tully' in (4) are individual terms; premiss

'(4) is a genuine identity statement in which the two terms do

transparently refer to the one object

. As f.ar .as p.rem1ss. (jJ lsc-on.cerned-, -".lBCRn lJl.te.r-pJ:'B t H.i.t-

as saying either (i) ~nsu~_ivisq or (ii) 1u se~ composl1Q~ i.eo,

(i) There 1s exactly one 'x such that x is Cicero and

Tom believes x denounced Cataline

or

(li) Tom believes that there is exactly one x such that

x 1s Cicero arid x denounced Cataline.

Now when premiss (5) is interpreted in terms of (i) and substituted

into (4), we n~y derive (6) as a valid inference. provided also

tha t ("6) is interpl'eted .ilLseJls1L.QJvi..§.Q.
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(6') There is exactly one y such that y is Tully and

Tom believes that y denounced C~taline.

On the other hand, under the interpretation of (5) in terms of

(i1) we are not warranted in drawing (6) or any conclusion by

substitution into (4), ngt because Leibniz's rule has broken do~m,

but because we have in the one argument muddled a non~referentlal

occurrence of .. a term, i.e.,' Cicero' as 1t occurs in (i1),

w~th a ~~ facie ~eferential occurrence of the term as it occurs

in the identity statement, i.e., Cicero::: Tully. To make the

point again, when premi~s (5) is interpreted in terms of (1),

the term 'Cicero' refers to the object, rather than the conten~,

of belief,namely, the Ro~qn orator. As the occurrence of the same

term in the identity statement, ~ ~pQ1hes12 refers to the Roman

orator p when (i) is substituted into (4), since the terms refer

to the same object, (6') is the only valid inferen2e we can draw.

-l41--thisGa-s@, L@-itn:lj.z' g -Law- i--& pg±>I'@ct-l-y:compatib-l--ew-i-th--the

intentional statement (as fOl'''mula ted above).

Notice I am not simply saying 'substi tu,tion in. opaque. contexts

does·notwork. To hammer the point home, what I am saying is

that since 'both terms of an identity statement do perform their

referential function, (viz., in ~ny identity sentence "co-referential"

terms are transparent), we cannot in an argument then take a

non-referential occurrence of one or other of the(co~referential)

tei"ms and expect to substitute irlto the identi ty statement. anel

thereby obtain a result which preserves the truth~i,ralue. Substi tutiol1

in opaque contexts does not work but substitution of an opa que
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contexts into' a ,P.rimsl facie transparent context doesn't .1'vork

either. We are not simply baptizing exceptions to Leibnlz's

La"r here. The point is t the occurrence of a name in a belief

statement in sensu .compos~tQ is not the re-occurrence of a

from an identity statement, albeit the same name.

In conclusion, if the truth-value is not preserved in

the conclusion of an argument containing a belief statement

in senStl compost to this has nothing to do with the failure of

Leibniz's rule but simply indicates the break do"Vffi of reference;

the attempt to interchange a non-referential occurrence of a

name with what ~ ~othesis is a referential occurrence [

of·that name, gu~ ~erm, in ~n identity statement. I conclude

that, so long as we careful, ioe., so long as we ensure that

the intentional sentence 'is inJL~Q§~, Leibniz' s law and

intentional contexts are perfectly compatible or perhaps more

cautiously, one needs to see better arguments to show that they

are not.
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Spealring generally, and in, the clearest cases, the doctrine

I have called "relativised identity" is the view that there

can be in a language m~»1.f;) than one identi ty relation; the relation

ex~ressed by':' is relative, since any ordered pair may stand

in this relation :r:elative to one thing but not to another, i.e.,

Consequently, adherents of this view argue, sat:'Lsfaction of

Leibniz t s I,aw of unrestr:tcted int~rchai1ge of co~referentlal

terms §alvji y~~t~ 1s p~t a necessary condition of the truth

of the identity statement.. On the contrary, whatever properties

are integral to the purport of '.:' in statements, this cannot

include unrestricted interchange of co~~clesignat1ve term.s.

Again speaking generally, the incompatibility of this

'& t Eliminatlon .(l-r)

Contraposition

Relativist Thesis

...- (Fa. Fb)"J ....... (a ~~ b)-
_.... (1"a Fb) & (a =: b).-
.- (lila - Fb)

- (a = b) lilPP ( 3 ) r- ( 5 )

(a :::: b) t & t Ellmtna tion (l-l,)

-{(x) (y) (x:::: 'y) :) (Fx :::: Fy)] H..A.A. (l) ~ (7).

this chapter we 'Nill consider three different arguments

tl)

(2 )

(3 )

(4, )

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

In

thesis with Leibniz's Law can be shown in the following way' .~

_"(xL(y} {ex :::y), ~ tF~u;_EYJ}Leibniz~sLaw

(a :::: b) ::> (Fa s F'b) Universal Instantia.tion (1)

adduced in support of the Relativist Thesis :~

83
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F'irst, the argument which attempts to show that Leibniz's

Law brea};:s down in mas t s-ortal contexts and, consequently,'

interchangeability holds only under specified (sortal) contexts.

Second, the argument which attempts to show that Leibniz's

Law leads to formal paradoxes and, consequently, interchangeability

holds only relative to a prescribed language~

Third, the argument ~'1hich attempts to show the. t the universal

transitivity of r,eibniz's Law leads us to hold unacceptable results

and., consequently, Leibniz' s L.av-T must be abandoned or, at best,

modified in the light of these cases.

53

The thesis I have in mind here may be stated as follows :-

Jtsince there are many sortal coneepts underwhich a material

particular §!. may be individuated, .@. may be identical with some

specifie.d material particular. 1? under some of the concepts

but be distinct from b under others." This is to say. ~ can

be the same f as b but not the same g as h. The Relativist Thesis

here says, ~n other words, that while ~ and b are identical under

some contexts, they do not co~ncide under all -properties either
.

of them may possess J viz. (8. :::: b) &.- (F'a :;;, Fb) • If th(~ substi tU6nds

for 'F' in Leibniz's Law (x)(y)(x = y. ~ .Fx ~ Fy) 1s a sortal
.

exp.ressior4> then, while F 1,s predicable of x it is often the case

that F is not predicable of y.

. There are t~'lO obvious cases discernablf:' of this present
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thesis.

(i) "where a and Q are identical under some sortal concept

f and" @:. has the property g which b does not.

And

(ii) \-IThere g" and h are identical under some sortal

concept f and both ~ and Q have the property g but

@:. and b are not coincidental" under"g.

Let us consider first two examples of type (i) cases

(which are suggested by Geach's treatment of the relativisation

thesis in 'Reference and Generality').

Giovanni Mon.tin1 is a" famous infant prodigy. Giovanni

Mon.tint is the same human being as POpe Paul VI. But Pope Paul VI

is not the same infant prodigy, for :Pope Paul VI is not an

infant, nor the same school boy, bishop, diplomat, cardinal, etcQ

Now infant, school boy, bishop, diploll~t, cardinal and so on,

are all sortals and make perfectly good covering concepts. One

can count and identify such things and so forth. So this example

gives us a case, in appearance at least, where we have

(x) (y)t(x == y):> [(fY,p: :;;: fy) & -(g) (gx E;. gyiJ]

this is to. say, a case where Y.. cuts out under a sortal concept g,

for example, 'infant', but can persist through another f., i.e.,

'huTI1-3.TI be ing' •

To put the matter more perspicuously
,

(9) Giovanni Non.tini := Pope Paul VI

(10) Giovanni Hon.tini is an "infant prodigy

By Leibniz's rule, we derive Popi Paul VI is an infant prodigy
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But (11) Pope Paul VI is not an infant procUgy.

As a.second example o.f type (i) cases, consider the

following. Suppose Cleopatra's Needle is corrod.ed away by the

London fog and is repaired with concrete until eventually, in

1970, none of its original state is left. Cleopatra's Needle

in 1870, is the same landr~rk as Cleopatra's.Needle in 1970, but

.·not the same stone. In fact it is not made of stone at at all,

(Cf., Linsky's review of 'Reference and Generality'). This

example appears to give us another case where an object is

at one time covered by two sortal concept'S f and g, i.e., both

'landmark' and 'stone', and continues being the same f. but

not the same g.

There are many other examples of type (j.) cases j (to
54

be found in the history of philosophy especially); which are

supposed to show·that the rule of unrestricted substitutivity

brealcs dov-m because §l and 12. are identical under SOllle sortal

concepts and not under others. It is enough to say here that,

if examples such as the above gain tni.tial plausibili ty

as 60untGr~examples to the rule of unrestricted substltutivity, it

is because .the individual or entity of which the identity

sta tement is asserted pers:l.sts through time and Leibniz f sLaw

1s 1n an untensed form. We might seek to avoid the counter-

examples by making Leibntz's Law more precise with respect to

tenses, by incorporating reference to time. For instance. we

might 1:,rant identic~l with y, then vJha tever is
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. tJ;'ue of x at t
1

is true of y at t 1 and conversely". This

ltsolution" is to be avoided hovo.Tever since with it we attempt

to significantly associate dates with indivldual terms and the

identity relation whereas, apart from the cases where a date

is part of the individual expression itscilf, e.g., 'The 181Z

Overture', d.a tes, times, etc., associ,a te significantly vii th

verbs or predicates only~ To illustrate this point, consider·

(12) GioV8,nni !'Ion.tini, 1900 = Pope Paul VI, 1970

which, as it stands, is unintelligible.

vJhereas

(13) Giovannil'lon.tini, 1'Tho was an infant in 1900 -

Pope' Pau~ VI, 1,rhb is Pope in 1970

is an acceptable assignment of the temporal expressions.

The point is, ~o ,say x and yare identical

is to s'ay that they are one and the same individual, object, or

entity. As far as the identity relation is concerned

Giovanni Non. tini = Pope Paul VI·

and Cleopatra's Needle = Cleopatra's Needle

(and thats the end of the w3tter).

I think the solution to the first example is absurdly

simple. The confusipll here is that it applies.a (tensed)

sortal term, which is true of an indlvidual at a certain st.[;1ge

of his existence, i.e., Cinfant' , ~o ill the existence of

that individual. Clearly, the infant Mon.tini will become the

Pope, the Pope ~BS the infant Mon.tini. Thus if the conclusion
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on line (11) is true, then in premiss ,(10) 1'1'.13' 8,re confusirlg

timeless and tensed expressions within the one predicate, tis

an infant t • If (9) is true, then (10) must be construed as either,

a tensed statement

(10')' Giovanni Han. tini was an infant prodigy,

in wbioh case (11) is false since the Pope was an infant prodigy:

or, (10) must be construed as tenseles-8, i.e.,

(10,t) Giovanni Mon.tini is (timelessly) an infant prodigy,

in which case (11) is false since the Pope is (timelessly) an

infant ·prodigy.

With the second example, the explanation of why it

fails as a counter~example to Lelbniz's. Law is someuhat more

complicated. If it is essential 'that Cleopatra's Needle designates

a "s tone" obelisk then vrhen any of the stone has bee:n replaced

by concrete we have a different object; hence, when all of the

stone has been dissolved by the London fog we have two distinct

nb-jBcts, inwhi ch m::rse th-e-e:xa1!Ip~e -dues Ifotud-e-suri:b-e ani:d-EHTttty

relation. If hONever the material is not· essential to the

designatum of 'Cleopatra's Needle' and-the term designates a

landm~rk to be found at a partiCUlar position on the Thames

embankment then the example does exh:l,bi t an identity relation.

In this case I 'Cleopatra's Need.le' refers to a lancl!11ark which

has the predicate "is made of stone" appropriate to it in 1870p

the predicate "is made of stone and concrete/! appx-opriate to it

betvleen 1870 and 1970 and the predicate "ls n18.de of cOl1crete ll

appl'opriate to it after 1970~ (To attempt to ascribe 'is JllS;.de
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of stone" after 19'70 'ilOUld involve the same difficult.ies as

attempting to ascribe 'is an infant' to Pope Paul VI in

the" example (9) - (11).) Notice, if the argument above is

correct, theYl the example presents no difficulties for Leibniz's

Law, 1 .e • ,

(i) Cleopatra's Needle == Cleopatra's Needle

(ii) Cleopatra's Needle is made of stone in 1870

(iii) Cleopatra's Needle is made of concrete in 1970,

are three disparate statements.

We mentioned earlier that 'there is a second form in

which the relativist thesis is presented with repect to sortals.

These are cases \'oThere a and bare identic8.1 under some sortal f

and both 8. and b have the property gi but Q;. and b a.re not

coincidental under g.

Linsky, in his article 'Substitutivity' offers an

eX9.mple of our type Tii) cases.

(14) The President of the United States is the Comr®.nder

in-Chief of the Armed Forces.

(15) The President of the United States is given his

oath by the Chief Justice

(16) The Comm.9.nder-in-Chief of the Armed .::Porces is &i ven

his oath by the Chief Justice.

(x is identical with y under one sortal concept, (e~g., 'man'),

but x and ';l are not coinclclental'lmcler .smother, (e.g., 'off:i.elal'),

although both x and yare instances of this conoept.)
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In this example it is possible, but hardly to the point,

to interpret (16) as true. This is to say, if the President is

the' Commander-in~Chief fi2X 9.£f~c1.2.f the Commander-in-Chief is

sworn in when the President takes office. For (14) - (16) to

be a counter-example to Leibniz's La1fT , (14) and (15) must be

true and (16) false. In other Nards, Linsky requires that

we read (16) as saying the COlIlmB.nder in Chief takes an oath

lAThich could be called 'the oath of off'i ce for the ComrilEl.nder .... ln

-Chief of the Armed Forces', in which case (16) is false.

Now Linsley's diffj. cul ty here is fairly easi1y unmasked.

Clea~ly, the President of the United States is one and the same

man as the COlmnander-in-Chief of the Armed Forces. but though

the same man holds both offices of state, they are not the same

offic·e. The President and the Comm9.nder-in.-Chief are the

same 1:.19.n but not the same official. Consequently, premiss (15)

is elliptical for the more precl~ely stated

(15~') - The PreslcU,mt af-thBUnttBd -8~ates isgt-ven- -the

oath of office for the PreSidency by the Chief ~lstice

from I-Ihi elI fall 011S

(16') The ComID.ander~ii1.·.Chief of the Armed Forces is g1ven

the oath of office fOr the Fresid.enc;)r by the Chlef

Justi.ce. 9

(Cf., example (7) - (9), on page 6 of this essay.)

Incidenta11y, the triv:l.al juxtapositlon of this example

L

1s equally easily Suppose a petitioner asks to 8ee the
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same official as he saw' last time, and the man sees the same

official but n9t the same m~nf (i.e., official ~ is succeeded

by official 'b). Clearly, a = b in these circumstances does not

ascribe numerical identity to a and 2 at all.

Geach, in 'Reference and Generality', page 151, gives

us another example of type (ii) cases, in his version of the

celebrated Heracleitean puzzle. I will paraphrase the argume~t:-

(:1. 7) \<Thatever is a river is \'Ia tel' True

(18 ) Heracleitus bathed in the same river hrice True

(19 ) Heracleitus bathed in the same water tv-rice. False ..

This puzzle is easily dealt wi tho A mass term:, such as

llwater fl
, does not ordinarily admlt quallfications such as "an"

or "same". When it is subjected to these qualifications, some

special individuating standard is understood from the circumstances.

The 'sel1t~nce (19) is regarded as false, if it is regarded as

false, because the expression tI sS.me water" in this instance, is

understood as refer-ring to an aggregate of molecules,say, that

surround a man vrhen he bathes •. IIOilfever, uncleI' this interpretation

, river' and' 'vw. tel' r in premiss (17) are talmn to have different

referents, therefore (17) is not an identity statement.

So much for examples of sorta1 terms Hhich are allegedly

countere,examples to Leibniz' sLaw. I 1'1111 take up this topic

again at the conclusion of this chapter. First, I want to

conside:r a stronger argument against Leibniz's Lallr due again to

P .'1' .Geach.
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Letb~_~!;'r. l~a.§.....t.o :CQ:r..l11§:.l,i)at.8.dox.~§..

In his article 'Identity' Gea-ch writes: til am arguing

for the thesis that identity is relative. When one says

"x is identical with y" this, I hold, is an incomplete

expression; it is short for fiX is the same A as y, ~.j'here IlAn

represents some count noun understood from the context of

utterance" •

Geach opposes his theory of relative identity to w0at

he calts the theory of "absolute identi ty".· For Geach, absollJte

or strict identity is an expression best reserved for identity

statements which are true regardless of what theory is under

consideration; this is to, say, for Gsach only absolute identity

would confer universal intersubstitutivity and f acoording to

Geach, this is impossible. Let us be clear about this. In

challenging absolute identitYf he is challenging the principle

of unrestricted intersubstitutivitYt that the n-~me-s or other

cl'e-s±-gnatr01'h.-> of-i-dentt-ca-ls-1l18:y be' substituted -fur- Bach othBr

§lal~ vel:1 ta to. As Geach says, "\'-Je cannot employ the strong'

condi tion imposed on predicates by Leibniz.' sLaw", we cannot use

the principle sta ted in terms IIfor all properties lJ or ""'Tha tever

is true 'of x is true. of y" ~- wi thout referen_ce to a particular

language, because such unrestrained language will leads us into

such notorious paradoxes as Gre1l1ngs and Richard's. It is then

left to the reader to derive these notorious paradoxes.

We can speculate that Geach intended here, a proof along

. the following lines:-

L
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where ¢ is a predicate
variable designating
properties t Leibniz f S L9;t'J ..

(11) (a == a) .~(¢) (¢a ¢a)....
(iil) (}2I) (}Oa

b ¢a) ~ (,0) (¢a V ~,0a )

(iv) (a = a) =>_ (}i5U}6.a V -¢a)

(v) (a _. a)

Universal Elim. on,(i).

Truth Functional Logic

Chain (ii)~ (iii)

to deriVB (,0 )(}!iaV ~.0a)

f9r all possible theories
a ::: a has to be assumed
to be absolute, a la Geach.

(vi) (¢) (¢a V -¢a) HPP. (vi) t ( v)

In the unrestricted case t . this rl18,y be read as

vI{
"all predicates are true"orl false of §..1I. This presumably gives

rise to Grelling's paradox when we substitute 'heterological'

for @:" ancl 'heterological ' as the predicate ~ (i. e. i he terological

is eithe-r heterological or not. If it is heterological. then

it is not, since it is self descriptive: if it is not heterological

then it is, since it would be self_descriptive.)
-- -

Curiously, Geach overlooks the fact that Grelling ,os

paradox is obtainable independently of Leibniz's Lai'l (and for
- 55

tha t mEt tter., far more obviously:). - As \'Te mentioned. earlier, (p .14

above), i'le h8.ve no reason to give up Leibniz t s Law if the

paradoxic~l oonclusion, which is claime~ to be derived by

substituting into ittca~ be (more easily) derived without it.

vie may reasons,bly' suppose .that the -souroe of the paradox lies

elsewhere. To put the point another 'way, ofcourse the necessity'

of avoiding the antinomies will lead us to impose restrietions

on tho general structure of the language t hut. these} cle8-:r-ly) are

[
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are not to be thought of as specifically restrictions on

LeiQ,niz's Law. But perhaps the above is not Geach's strongest

argument in SUPP01"lt of the Hela tivist 'l'hesis.

As 'Ne have noted, Geach is arguing that every identity

predic~te need not preserve interchangeability sa~ yeritate,

but rather substitutivity relative to the definite ideology

of a theory. Following Geach. we will call'this theory T.

He then illustrates his stronger thesis with the following,

extended exa~ple:-

"Let the theory T be a theory' about the expressions
of a given natural language; let the range of Tt s
quat;ifiers be token expressions of that language;

'but let the ideology of T be so restricted that in T
we cannot give different descriptions for two tokens
of the same type-words. 'Then if a predicable of
T, say "Exyll signifies "x is equiform with yll, it 56
"'rill be an I-predicable of the theory T. But nm']
let us add to Tis ideology just one predicable that
descriminates bGtween equiform tokens; in the enlarged
thepry Tt. we can express something that is true
of a token a but not true of an equiform token b;
so tn T' the" predicable IIExy" is not-'an I-predicable
a..ny .1 91lgEtr ._"

This then is the nub of Geach's objection to Lelbniz's

rule. Predicates in a theory T that, in Geach's words, are

I-predicable, could always cease to co-refer when further predicates

are added, to the ideology' of the theory. qJ:,.s -our language grm"ls

richer, as we move from T to T', any given predicate could cease

to be an I~predicable and therefore cease to express idontity.

An example may help to explain. Consider the
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Let us call the word on the left '~' and the word on the

right fb'. Now suppose there are no criteria in the theory T

for distinguishing token~words. Thus f~' and 'n', uttered in T,

refer to type-words and it 1s true that in T., a = b. NOiAT suppose,

in the theory T', which contains all the predicates assignable

in T, (i.e., T is a·proper sub~set of T'), we have the additional

criteria for distinguishing between token-words. As a look

a t the example a t the top of this page ''Jill show, "a is diverse

from b ll is true of the improved theory T~. In short, from the

diagram above, considered with respect to type-words,

r
l

a :::·b whereas, considered with respect to token-words, a ~ be

Th~re seems to be a failure of substitutivity here of considerable

magnitude. Geach concludes that Leibniz's Law doesn't holdi

-tBa t iEl.enti'i;y i 8- -re±a.t"--i ve •

Now it seems to me, a a strong line of defense, with respect

to the argument above, is open to a defencler of Lelbniz's La1"r.

Let u's begin by noting that by moving from T to T' by add.ing

nevll predicates to our language tr, so that neN discerm:wnts are

now possible, we change the referents of ~ and h. According to

Geach, this reply is unacceptable since, if the referent of a.

word 'a' in T differs from the referent, of the same word in a

richer language Tt, we are committed thereby to the existence

of' several entitles for.each1'lord: one for eaeh J.anguage in

V".rhich a further cUscernment may be made Hi th respect to the
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baroque I1einongian structure if t"- (Hhich incidentally t Geach notes t

ffha"rdly sui ts «uine' s preference for desert landscapes lt
e Geach' s

attack on Leibniz's LaN is directed mainly at Quine's defense

of this rule).

Geach's argument here is mistaken. Suppose someone. let

us call him Tom, speaks a language so poor in predicates that

he cannot distinguish between the type and token instances of

the word 'planlc t in the example. Suppose then Tom _adds to

his language precli ca tes that 1'1ill enable him to draw this

distinction. Tom is !Lot thereby committed to the existence

of the identity he was com~itted to prior to the introduction

of the type-to}ren distinction. The addition of this, or any

new predicates. will require that Tom revises his ontology.

The point ls, and-surely Quine's point is, our commitment is

to those values of variables we 11Q.l'l: hold to be true. Geach t s

Iriistake is-to preS1.lppOSe that cOmIni t~ent to an ontology-is-

fixed (somehow). rather than as dynamic as the theory to which

n81-'1 variables are a.dded.

As my final criticism and the strongest criticism against

Geach's thesis is, in fa.ct, a criticism against the Relativist

o_octrine in general. 'r Hill hold my fire for the moment, and

turn nOlv to the last exponent of the doctrine we will consid"er.

Prio)':'o s avowal of a modified Rela tivist theory and re jectlon of

Leibniz vslaw.

. l
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A.Prio!, in his essay, 'Time, Existence and Identity'

states that 'although many people have of late wanted to reject

Leibniz's LSiv! for vmak reasons, the p03sibility of one thing

becoming two, as with unicellular biological organism, constitutes,

a strong case for denying the universal transitivity of identity

8,nd thus Leibnlz'sLavlo Take the case of ~n amoeba, A. Let

A divide and form Band C. Now if A really has become Band C

and has not simply ceased to exist, then, 1'Then someone says

~Wher& 1s An?, Prior feels compelled to say "here" 1 Pointing

to B on some occasions and C'on others. Th~s A is B and also

,A is C. But it is false that B is C, ~s they are distinct

co·~existel1ts. So for Prior trans! ti vi ty has failed on this

occasion, and thus so has Leibniz's Law.

The unacceptable consequences for Leibniz's Law can be

ShO-VID in: the folloNing way':-

Leibniz' a Lftl'T

y)::J(X == Z:;) y:: z)]
Proved on page 4 above.

Premiss

NPP. (iii ), ( i v )

Premiss

HPP. hr), (vi )

Prior accepts premisses (iv) and (vt) as justified [)y

the case being one of fission -= as we have seen, he thinks the
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correct way to describe this phenomena'is to say that one

thing became two things and is identical to both of them. Since

after fission we have two seperate entities, ~ and &, and two

things cannot be identical, the conclusion (vii) must be false.

The only premiss (vii) relies on other than (iv) and (vi) is (1)

-~ this is to say, Leibniz' sLaw. It fo110~qs the t Leibniz' s Law'

fails, i.e.,

(x ) (y ) Ux == y. ::>. Fx _ Fy f) :> Ux == y) ::> (x == z ::; y == ZU
then, by contraposition on the above,

.....:. ~: == y) ~ (x == z ":) y = z.)Jd~··",tx ) (y Hx == y. J. Fx =. Fy~

Once 'again, I cannot see that Priorvs puzzle presents

Leibniz's Law with insurmountable problems. Consider the

example v·li th the parent amoeba A, and the offspring amoeba

Band C. Clearly A and B do not have the same history; neither

does A and C. For Band C correspond to only part of A, not

genetic' division is able to reproduce exactly similar oe11-

structure. But this is not to say that A is ever identical

with,B or C. As Prior notes, it makes no sense to say that

two distinct individuals Band C are the same. But neither

does it make sense to say A or B are the same, 1'7hether A is said

to Ifbecomell B or not. For example, trees become coal in time

but not even Prior seeks to maJ.ntaln identity here.

Perhaps the best direct objection I have against Prior

is that if Prior's anallsis 1s true, and A is B and also C~
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to say, flA has ceased to exist and yet remains existing, for

C s~111 exists.". I think that one has to say that at the

moment of fission A passes a",ray and Band C come to be.

In this.~hapter, we began by considering the view Which

rejects unrestricted interchange of identicsls because, allegedly,

one identity rela tioll can hold for. an object \'ihile a different

identity relation does not. There are examples of 80rtal

expressions Hhich seem to shol'r this but, on closer examinatiol1.,

"\Ire found the;y- do not.

In v;rhat we callecl type (i) cases, the Inain confusion

1s worth underlining here. It 1s not a necessary condition

of the entity I see today being identical with the entity I saw
-

yesterday that the entit;y 1: see today. has the same properties,

let us sa;y colour, that the entity I saw yesterday had. Leibniz's

Law does not absurdl;y deny the possibility of change. But

Leibniz's Law does require that, if they are identical, the

.entity ~ has the same colour as the entity I See ~o~ has.
,

And it does require that the entit;y I see today'had the same

colour as the entity I saw yesterday ~Q ~~. Certainly, as

we have seen, this requires care in the application of LeibnizP,s

rule. But care in the application of the rule seems a small

price to pay for the advantages to be gained in retaining

Leibniz t s Lalhr.
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To illustrate what I take to be the" main confusion

in type (ii) cases, consider the folloi'Ting passages taken

from his 'Logic and Knowledge' in which Russell remarks:-

"Identity is rather puzzling at first sight.
Hhen you say "Scott is the author of \;faverley" f

you are tempted to think there are two people
one of whom is Scott and the other the author of
Waverley, and they happen to be the same. That 1s
obViously absurd but that is the sort of way one
is al~7ays tempted to deal with' identi ty" •

(page 247)
.'

It appears that the proponents of the Relativist Thesis

~1hen they argue tJrpe (il) C9.ses have fallen to the temptation.

For whereas Russell would explain the statement 'The President

'of the United States is the Commanderk·in~Chief of the Armed

Forces' as stating that one and only one man instantiates

bra prop.osi tional functions, the fact that the proposi tions

'1: is a President of the United States' 'and 'x is a Coml11'lnder~

in-Chief of the Armed Forces' are different, would seem to

Iee.d (teach -and I:;inskyto- supp-ose that we are TI.Galing "vrithtvro

objects.

We then turned to Geach's att~ck on what he calls

"absolute identitytl, and on Quine's commitment to Leibniz's rule

in particular. Geach argues against absolute identity becaus8 9

he says, 1. t leads to paradoxes. Geach overlooks the fact

that the paradoxes in question are obtatnable indepen.dently

of Leibniz's Lsn"[~ vIe found his argument that Le:lbniz's Lm"!

commits us to a Meinonglan jungle? false. T6 supply the

resources for dlfferentia ting bet1-Jeen token instances of the

MCMA~TER UNlvERs'rrv L.IBRAR'I!
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same word type, means rlot simply adding a predicate or two,

it llleans introducing "sonle sort of spatial co-ord inate system

(or'something general of the 'sort) and that means totally

revamping the structure of the language. It is no surprise

that we find a totally different domain of individuals."

Finally, we noted Prior's claim that Leibniz's rule

seriously conflicts with oertain biological·phenomena. The fact

is apparently neglected by Prior, and all advocates of the

Relativist's Thesis, that identity involves reference to one

and only one object. As we have noted,' several times alread.y,

identity is expressed by those uses of 'is' that one is

. I

prepared to expand into 'i? the same object C! Ci t
<.-<.0 • As w'e haye

asked (tediously) throughout this essay ~~. -if & is the same object

as b how could there be ~omething true of the object under

a 'V'Thich 1.s untrue of the object under b? The

simple=~ there cannot be. And those who sa;} that in the light

of certaIn examples or cmnSiael"atlons, LeiDl1iz' sLaw sl'JoulCl.oe

modified or abandoned, are mistaken -~ or more cautiously, I

hope to have shown, need better a.rguments to establish this

claim.



CHAPTER FIVE

"

In this paper 1ve have, considered various apparent

exceptions to Leibniz's Law, expressed in the formula

(x)(y)(x:::: y.:::>.• Fx:=. Fy).

In Chapter I, by way of clearing the ground, we noted

some elementary confusions
.

ambiguous and .incomplete sentenoesi

use men.tion confuslons and so forth -~ w'here it has been claimed
, .

Leibniz's 18w runs into difficulties. In fact, the boot is

on the other foot, Leibniz's Law cannot prevent bad practices

from running into even greater difficulties.

In Chapter II, we considered a'rguments for and against

the claim that Leibniz' s La"\7 must be modified, or re jected

completely, because of the antinomy that occurs when it is combined

with Q& ~~ modalities 'necessarily' and 'possibJy'. We conceded

that prO\rided 1-'Te are willing to treat the identity relation as

a trlv~_0l_; l'lE:ce,ssCl.rJT relation ho:i..dlng between name~identities

and rule out hitherto contingent identities as, in some way,

-instances of a we~lker eqUivalence relation, the modalities and

Leibniz's L0..VJ, in its unrestricted form, are compatible 0 Noreover,
, t· J t r- J
the expressions 0 (x ::: y) and (:Jx) i!](x = y)J are pri~~Ja.£,~

acceptable; 'Nhile, at, the same 'time, we cannot ~gnore Quine's

reserva tion that these lead us to an excessively iclealtstic

ontology. As far as I lmm'T Quine's objection has not been

sati sfaotorily ans'Nered. He were less impressed by Quine's

arguTllent t.hat modal object eXltal1s "essentialism". (I am still
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not clear what exactly' QUine takes the crime involved here

to be) 0

In Chapter III, we considered the problems involved

VlThen Leibniz' sLaw combiiles wi th expressions signifying mental

attitudes. We noted that the emendations to Leibniz's Law from

Carnap, Putnam, Church et al o , and the notational reform of

intentional sentences proposed by Quine~ are,for the most part

incorrect and anyNay unnecessary. (with respect to interchangeability

£i§11v.§;, Yill:i.~), since by extending the distinction beb;'wen

contexts jp S~lSU ~ompQ§i~o and those in ~ensu diviso, we can

successfully combine Leibniz's Law with epistemic operators.

However, 'He found here that the argument for not accepting

descriptions a8 terms of an identity sentence, is decisive.

Sentences of the form '(';a)(Fx) :::: (·,x)(Gx)' and. is ::: (?x) (Ax""r) ,

are abbreviated multiply general sentences: the abbreviated

version must not be treated as having the selJ1B.ntical properties
, -

of an identity Rentence" The identity :ce:tatj.on holds opJy

between IIname ll-identlties. He then argued that, 1:,./here the

context of the intentional sentence is' taken ~s i~~ensu ~sitQ,

(viz .', referring to the content of belief), since the name-identi ty

upon v{hich the substi tu tion is 11lade is referentially transparent t

we have no warrant for deriving the antinomous, or any other,

0.onc1us10n& On the other hand t "'VJhere the context of the

intentional sentence is understood as ~~nJUL21Y~~Q, (viz.,

referring to the object of belief), we can derive, by substitution

in accordance Hith Leibniz'srule, a vallcl conclusion

of course that this is also taken as i:rLs~n~JL.Q1Yill).

(provid.ed.
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Finally. in Chapter IV. VIe conslclerecl various examples

and arguments. invoked in support of the Relativist Thesis of

identity, which have been used to show the impossibility of

unrestricted interchange. l'he claim that Leibniz t s La1'J fails D

when we interpret 'F'.in the formula (x)(y)(x = y. :J .Fx =Fy).

as the substituend for sortal expressions and. in Geach's

argument, where x and y stand for expressions other than names

(or descriptions) of individuals, (viz •• in T, type-words and..
in Tt, token-words) and, Prior's argument that universal

substitutivity conflicts with certain 'biological phenomena.

No IDztter how the Relativist's Thesis is argued, we found no

reason for abandoning or ~odifying Leibniz's Law.

I conclude. that from the arguments considered. it

has not been shown that Leibniz f s LavT fails.



NOTES TO THE TEXT--
1. In his article 'Substltutivity'. tinsky makes the

following useful distinction: "It should be clear that '\'-'hat
is under discussion is the principle of the lndiscernibility
of identicals and not its trivial converse, the identity of
indiscernibiles. The latter principle says that if two terms
t and t' are interchangeable in every statement salva veri tate
then r t ::: t ,1 is a true statement. The following argumei1."t<iUJ.okly
establishes that this is so. If t and t' are interchangeable
in every statement sal~ X§L~t8J&, they are interchangeable in
the true statement ~ = t~. Therefore, replacing the right-hand"
t b;y- t' VIe get rt ::: t t~ .§.f:tl,ya, y'§.J'i t~J&. II (p .140)

To put this L~tter another way, the identity of
indiscernibles lays down conditions which a and b must satisfy
in order to be identical. This principle has sometimes been
criticised on the grolli1ds that it is logically possible, (though
most unlikely), that tliJO distinct things mi.ght be exactly similar
so that everything true of one iATould. be true of the other, without
~ being identical with b, (Cf. j Wittgenstein, Ramsey.) Be that
as it may. The converse is not possible. Even if we do not admit
the identity .of indiscernibles", I will argue, "re must admit the l
indiscernibility of identicals which states the conditions which
follow, given ~ and ~ are identical •.

2. This principle is in fact the converse of the prin6iple
stated by Leibniz; s in iJ:Ion Inelegans Specimen Demol1strandi in
Abstractis', a fragment of vrhi.ch is published in H & N Kneale t s
'The Development of Logic', (p.J40). tlTerms are the same or
coincident which· can be substituted one for another wherever we
please Hithout altering the truth of any statement-II. Also
Cf., Leibniz's 'Discourse on Metaphysics (IX)', his 'Fourth
Paper_ to Q.larka',and 'J1onaclology (IX) t_o

J. 'Reference and Modality' 1n Quine's 'From a Logical Point
of View', Chapter VIII, p.1J9.

4. lowe the formulation of this schema to Prof.Wilson.
Ny original suggestion Has (x) (y) (x = "~l -.) (,0) (,0x s fJy), ",)"hich
says, in effect, if x and y are the same object they have all
their "properties ll in common. As Prof.Hilson pointed out to me
this involves the controversial assumption. that in order to
discuss Leibniz's Law we must commit ourselves to properties.
(A nominalist would deny that any predicate designates a property.
And even if we are committed to realism, it just isn't clear
that "lrJe should hold that fill predic3.tes designate properties or
hold that some do not.) ,

5. Quine, in his 'Comments to R.B.Harcus's l"lodality ~~

~ntensional LanguSlges'. gives a neat argument to ShO\l7 "if ¢ and
. /J both meet the requiremonts of strong reflexivity and substituttvity
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then they are co~extensive. His argument is as follows:~·

By Leibniz's La11T (x)(y)(¢xy & }1xx::qixy). ·But by the reflexivity
of ~, we can drop '~xx'. So ~ holds where ¢ holds. By the same
arg1..iment, 1'11 t}l ¢ and ~ interc.hanged, ¢ holds w'herever ~ holds.

6.

7.

8.

Page 139, ibid.

Page lL~3, 'Substitutivity'

Premiss
Premiss
Premiss
BPI'. (1), (3 )
NPP. (2), (4·)
C.P. (J) =(5)
C.P. (2) -(6)
C.P. (1) -(7)

9. For a further illustration of this point, compare
'The llama is a woolly beast' -= (x)(x is a llam2 ~(x is woolly r

& x is a beast).
V'-ri t.h
'The llama is eating out of my hand'

10. ·.Cf., PPo:1.39-159, ibid.

(::.IX) (x is a llama, & x is
eating out of my hand).

11.

12.

1].

Cf., p·~}.J.·7ff, 'On Denoting'

Cf., Linsky's revlew of 'Reference and Generali ty"

Cf., Geach's 'Identity', PP.3 - 12

15. F'or instance s Frege developed his theory of sense and
reference, Russell his theory of definite descriptions and ~uine

his theory of opaque and transparent contexts, to be in accord
with Leibniz's Lqw.

16. In our cllscussion of modal logic i'J8 m~).y·conveniently'.
limit ourselves to a single modal operator '0' -- that of
necessity. Hhatever may be said about necessity, may be said
also, with obvious adjustments, about the other modalities, i.e.,
'¢' (possibly). is another modal operator which can be defined
in terms of ('- D.

17. The proof also proceecls by malctng sui to.ble substitutions
into LeibntzQs L~H\fe By substltu,tlflf'; ( =Y) for'p l ill .
(x) (y ) (x ::: y ~ :> •Fx = F'y-) y-re 0 bta in (x) (y ) (x ::0: y.:J :( x ::: y:> y :.:: y)).
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Now suppose also that y t S being contingently. 'identical
with x is also a property of x. Expressing"y is contingently
id.entical il byb;() =y and substitutingfor( =y) in
(x) (y ) (x = y, j (x =:: y 7) y =:: y)) vJ"e abta in
(x) (y) (x =- y ":) (.6.(x) :i:Y)::d 4 (y) = y))"
This I hope shm1s, if x ::::. y and L',..(x) =y ,then 6..(y) =y
i.e., that if SOlie identities are contjngent then every identity
is contingent, Cf., Wiggins 'Identity Statements'.

18. Review of Barcan, Journal of Symbolic Logic 12 (1947),
pagBs 395-396. .

19. Cf.,Hintild{ais iHodes of Nodality' ,and Q·lodalityand
Quan,tification'; Pap's 'Semantic and Necessary Truth';
Rescher's 'Identity, SUbstitutivity, Modality'; Geach's
'Reference and Generality'. '

20. VIe might say that Carnap takes'Leibniz's Law as not'
a.§ufficient principle of intersubstitutivity for all contexts.
I do n2~ think it 1s correct to say that Carnap does not take
LeibniZ~i3 Law to be' a necessary condition of intersubstitutivity.

21.' cr., pp139-159, ibid.

22. In his book 1-Introduction to SemantiCS', Carnap states
that by a semantical system vm understand .. Ila system of rules
formula t~d in themeta=language and referring to an object lang.llage. I'
(p,22). Thus it is argued that a 'semantical rule' is a sentence
S, of the meta-language, used to define "sentence in S'
'designa1~es in Sf 'analytic in S' and. so on. Incidentally~ it
seems that S is the (meta-meta-linguistic) name of a system of
rules. If this is so, how does S appear in the rules? Is
Garna-p guilty of confusi-ng use, and fllentien here f

23. Cf., Quine's 'Two Dogma's 'of Empiricism', in 'From a
Logical Point of View'. pp 32-37. esp.33.

2 J-I-. See'the 'Pedagogical Di-fficulty' in~eoncept of Language'
by Prof.Wilson~ esp. pages 14-17 & 98.

25. See Quine's criticism of Carnap includ.ed in Carn~p's

'Meaning and Necessity'~ pp 196f~

,'Attribute and Class', p.551.

27. See'A Func;ttonal' Calculas of First Order Based on
Strict Implication'.

esp.J05·
28. Cf'Modalities and Intensional Languages's PP 30)-330
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29. In fact this claim is not suppbrted by any clear
argument but rather Narcus stipulates this as the purport
of '.identi ty'. Rov,rever, she also "seems to support essentialism.

30 . 'Extensionality', page 58;

. 31. Once again, it is not transparently clear tlla t Harcus
l'!Quld argue in this v1ay, though in her disnussion 'i'-Ti th Quine
(1"n '1'1odalities and Intensional Languages"), she gives the
impress10n that she 'tlJ"ould not be adverse to this kind of essentialism.

32. Of course Smullyan is not primarily concerned to answer
the question "Are all genuine identities name-identities t1 ?, but
rather, to challenge Quine's rejection of modal logic. However,
if his proposals are unacceptable and we still 1r1ish to com1?ine
Leibniz's LaN and the modalities, then there appears to be no
alternative to accepting that all genuine identity sentences are
'name ~identities.

33. 'Review of the P.hilosophy of Ruclolph Carnap', p.112.

For example,~(The present king of France is bald)
(3x )(-Bx)

i.e., Something is:not bald.

35. In 'The Trouble l\'ith Neanings', Prof,\l[ilson 9.ttempts to
show that lithe whole theory of intension9.1 enti ties represents
not just an ontolog;ical extravagence I but a fa:'l..rly clear absurdi tyll f

(p.l). The absurdity is this. "Consider the property !!l.1l.S'
It is supposed to be the meaning of the Word 'blue'. If 'blue'
occurs in an identity sentence, this sentence will be true just
in case the other argument also has the property blue as its
!heahl-ng t jfist- in case, that lS, It ts st-:J~ictly synonymous
with th~ word'blue'. But there is an obvious counter-example,

'The colour of the sky is (identical with) blue'
Here 1I.fe have a true identi ty sta tement whose arguments do not
have the same meaning and which is therefore not necessarily true.
The prop~rtYt blue, 1s not the meaning of'the colour of the sky'
and lIIe are. foreAd to deny that bJ:.!d&, is the meaning of 'blue'. II

Unfortun9. tely t 1qe are forced to deny no such thing.
Since on the account of identity sentences'iri 'Modality & Identity',
'The colour of the sl~y is blue' " is just D..ot an' idonti ty
sentence.

36. This is a complete about~turn from my original position.
I O'we my conversion to Prof .-Hilson.

37. Also t afcolH'se t Quine ob je.c ts to Russell' s C~,t §ol ,
eallin8~ the iTa teriaJ. cor-Idi tiol10.1 'implles' :c'ather th'li:1. 1 if ••• tr1sn'
which; in turn}gave ris~ to the need for Ystrict implication'.
It Is vTell knoTtTn that l~luine views this as the paradigm of the
use-mention confusion.
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38. It is open to defenders of modal logic to argue, as we
have. noted, that the alleged conflict does not rise in this
particular case, since (19) can be regarded in such a way that
it is not false; alternatively, and more likely, it could be
claimed, (17) . 1s true but'not ani-identity st9..tement.

But either way, this is merely to quarrel with the example
and misses the full force of quine's objection to modal logic.

39. Cf.,'Reference and Modality', pag6 150-156.

40. More generally, there are a pl~rality of properties
belonging to any given object, I would argue, and some of these
properties are e2seEtial to it -~ the object is what it is
by virt~e of these properties -- others are contingent.

41. . Ofcourse . 'this issue goes far deeper than the present
discussion of it; for instance, part of the claim here is that
there is something radically wrong with. Quine's doctrine of
ontology. However, to go any further with this topic here, would
take us well beyond l!elbniz' s Law and the bounds of this essay.

42. See 'From a Logical Point of View', page 181 (si6), for 153.

1~3. Notice, Chisholm's attempt to reconclle Leibniz's LavI
'l'Tith propositional attitudes is very similar to Smullyan's attempt
to combine Leibniz's Law with the modalities.

44·. The argument for· this is obvious. If George believes
there is one and only one person who wrote Waverley a~~s
Scotch, without having any idea w~o in fact the author of
Waverley 1s, then there is no one person of V-Ttl9.m George believes
that this individual v·Trote Waverley and is Scotch. In an analogous
waYt I-know that one and only one person was· the first Prime
Minister of Canada and that this person was a Canadian, without
having any idea ~'Tho this person vIas. In fine, (2 ~) does not
imply (2").

45. It is quite usual in this discussion to suppose that
a·solution to antinomies at the level of ·bellef-statements, mSlY be
generalised to satisfy all intention111 contexts.. This strikes
}1~e as unduly optimistic I hOl'wver it is an optlnistlc assuPlption
I will take full advantage of here.

46.

47.

See footnote 36.

This point was given to me by Prof.v/i.lson.

48. Putnam reports th9.. t Carnap rem8.ins lJ.nconvinced by
Church's critique, but is, on the bther hand, deeply disturbed
by J'.Ia. tes f s argueent. Also r Cf. r i On .Belief Sentences: A ;~eply

to Alonzo Church'.
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49. 'Three Grades of Modal Involvement' in" the'Ways Of
Paradox', p .158.

50. SUPP9se I say, fIOeclipus w-anted to· marry his mother",
understood opaquely i'Tha t I have saic:l is \>Jlldly false. But it
can be understood transparently and understood in this way, it
is true, Oedi.pus i'ranted to IIl.arry his mother because he ",ranted
to n~rry Jocasta, the wo~~n who, though he did not know it,
was in fact his mother. In sum, understood transparently,
Oedipus does not know that the woman he \>~nted to marry was in
fact his mother. .

51. This difficulty was brought to" my attention by Prof.
Wilson.

52. Perhaps pa'rt of the problem here is that "means" is'
badly behaved in such contexts. Prof. Hilson's II s ignifies" by contrast
is vJelJ. behaved with respect to substitutioni Cf., Fn.51.

53. The discussion of the relativist thesis with respect
to sortals requires a lengthy analysis of examples. For those
wit~ little patience or goodwill for this activity, th~ results
of this section are summarised in the conclusion of this chapter,
on page 99£:f.

54. See the example in the 'Phaedo't (opening section), '
where there 1s .the celebrated puzzle of Theseus':S ship, v.rhich was
preserved· although, one by one, all of its planks were replaced.
Same ship or different ?

A~so see Hobbes 'De Corpore' II, 11. (Molesworth ed., p.136).
Also see Uume' s 'Treatise t I, L~. (Everyman ed., p .24·4) •

55. . I -overloBkeEl this fact a81ne~lin m;)' orie;tn9.1 tlraft;
No rna tter) Prof. Hils,on came to my a.1,d· Hi til the follovJing
easy proof.

Note my tExy' for Geachts 'ES'J' -- typographical difficulties ..56.

(t)
(il)

(ili)
(lv)
(v)

Premiss
Reiteration of (i)
C.P. (1), (il).
DeMorgan on (iil)
Univ.G~n (1) - (iv).

I
!
I
I
\
1
t
I
I
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